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ABSTRACT
The professional competencies (from among those that have been 
previously identified by Atherton in 1976) that should be included in 
the pre-service curriculum for vocational agriculture/agribusiness 
teachers in Louisiana were studied with emphasis on levels of need and 
attainment of competencies as perceived by teachers, and the one main 
training source. Differences among teachers responses on levels of 
need and attainment, relationships between responses on relative need 
for competencies and attainment levels, and differences among responses 
on attainment levels by selected demographic variables were investigated.
The descriptive method of research was used with opinionnaires 
utilized for data collection. Data were collected from 95 percent of 
127 Louisiana vocational agriculture teachers who completed a Bachelor 
of Science degree with a major in Vocational Agricultural Education from 
1963-1979. Data collected were tabulated, presented and analyzed.
Teacher responses on competency need levels lay between essential 
to moderate levels indicating that all 81 competencies in nine areas 
were needed.
The mean responses of teachers on the competencies were between 
very high to adequate attainment levels which indicated that the 
teachers felt that they had sufficient degree of competence. The data 
revealed that there was a sizably lower mean rating for teachers' com­
petency attainment levels compared with their mean ratings of need for 
'most competencies studied.
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Small variability of teacher responses on both levels of need and 
attainment of the competencies was indicated by small computed standard 
deviation values presented in this study.
The teachers' need for a majority of the competencies was substan- 
ially related to teachers' self-reported attainment levels.
On the job training was considered by teachers to be their major 
training source. Considering this, it seemed that the emphasis on com­
petencies in the pre-service curriculum may not be directly reflected 
in teacher ratings, particularly in levels of competency needed. All 
81 competencies were rated highly and should be included in the pre­
service curriculum. Low relationships existed between five demographic 





The maintenance of a sufficient number of qualified teachers for 
vocational agriculture programs is considered essential by teacher edu­
cators and state supervisory staff. But the controversy arises as to 
what constitutes a qualified teacher. For example, recent state 
legislation in Louisiana identified specific criteria for certification, 
recruitment and selection of all secondary school teachers. Criteria 
included in this legislation were passing the National Teachers Exam­
ination (NTE), possessing a 2.5 G.P.A. in order to be certified, and 
other academic requirements (45:1-2). Satisfying these criteria should 
increase the academic quality of teacher education graduates. How­
ever, unless the quality of the educative process itself is looked 
into, the criteria for teacher certification, recruitment and selection 
are no indication of competent teachers (45:1-2).
Recent results of the National Teachers Examination (NTE) show 
that graduates of teacher training programs in some colleges and 
universities in Louisiana do not perform well on the NTE (46:1). This 
has raised the question as to whether the NTE should be a major criterion 
for determining qualification for the teaching profession. Existing 
data also show that if a student possesses a 2.5 grade point average 
on a four point scale, he will not necessarily attain a passing score 
on the NTE (45:2).
Teacher educators recognize the difficulty of distinguishing good 
teachers from poor teachers on the basis of teaching behaviors since
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there is no standardized and universally accepted format for identifying 
good teachers. One commonly used method of improving teacher quality 
is competency-based teacher education, a method of teacher preparation 
that has been practiced by teacher educators in the United States for 
many years. Seventeen states have passed legislation requiring com­
petency-based certification while three-fourths of the nation's col­
leges are developing programs built on competency-based approaches to 
teacher education (31:1). The determination of professional compe­
tencies needed by teachers has been considered an integral component 
of these competency-based programs.
At Louisiana State University (LSU), efforts have been directed 
towards developing a competency-based approach. Two studies conducted 
at LSU (35:93) (25:4) identified various competencies and competency 
levels needed by vocational agriculture teachers. These steps were 
taken with the initiation of a competency-based teacher education pro­
gram in mind.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
This study was primarily concerned with determining which profes­
sional competencies, from among those previously identified by Atherton, 
Louisiana vocational agriculture teachers need to develop and to attain 
through the pre-service curricula offered by agricultural teacher edu­
cation institutions in the state.
Of further concern was the degree of relationship of selected 
demographic variables with competency attainment levels as rated by 
Louisiana vocational agriculture teachers. The study was also concerned
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with identifying the training sources where the specified professional 
competencies were attained.
PURPOSE
The study was conducted to determine which competencies should 
be included in the pre-service curriculum to the exclusion of others.
The study was'also concerned with evaluating competencies at 
various stages of training, determining the levels of need and attain­
ment of competencies by teachers, and identifying training sources in 
order to provide useful information to teacher educators for use in 
improving pre-service programs.
OBJECTIVES
As a means of achieving the purpose of the study, the following 
specific objectives were designated:
1. To determine the level of need for selected professional 
competencies as perceived by vocational agriculture teachers.
2. To determine competency levels attained as perceived by 
vocational agriculture teachers.
3. To determine if differences exist between teachers’ responses 
on the levels of need and competency attainment.
4. To determine where selected professional competencies were 
attained as perceived by vocational agriculture teachers.
5. To determine the relationship of selected demographic vari­
ables with competency attainment levels as rated by voca­
tional agriculture teachers. The demographic variables used 
with this objective were age, salary level, overall
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undergraduate grade point average, number of professional 
organizations with which respondents were affiliated, 
number of students taught, years teaching experience, the 
availability of agricultural laboratory and Cooperative 
Agricultural Education (CAE) programs, and number of degrees 
completed at the time of study.
HYPOTHESES
The following hypotheses served as guidelines in conducting this 
study:
1. There is no significant relationship between teachers' need 
for a competency and their competency attainment levels with­
in the competency areas under study.
2. There is no main source of competency attainment for teachers.
3. There is no significant relationship between competency 
attainment of teachers as rated by themselves and selected 
demographic variables.
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY
Atherton (25:1) identified competencies that are needed by Louisiana 
vocational agriculture teachers. However, it is unrealistic to expect 
that the LSU pre-service teacher education program could provide 
training for all of the professional competencies that were identified 
because there is not enough time available in the curriculum to do so 
effectively.
This study was designed to determine the status of pre-service 
preparation of prospective vocational agriculture teachers. The study
was also designed to provide information that may lead to the adoption 
of a realistic and effective competency-based approach in Louisiana 
universities that train vocational agriculture teachers. The results 
of this study should be useful in assessing the competency levels of 
vocational agriculture teachers prepared in teacher training programs 
in Louisiana and in determining whether professional competencies pre­
viously identified are still valid. Hopefully, the study will lead 
to the effective monitoring of professional competencies needed and 
attained by vocational agriculture teachers. The information should 
prove to be useful to the further improvement of the pre-service cur­
ricula in vocational agricultural education.
DELIMITATIONS
The study was delimited to Louisiana vocational agriculture 
teachers who completed a Bachelor of Science degree in Vocational 
Agricultural Education from 1963 to 1979 in teacher education programs 
in the state. The study was also delimited to the determination of 
professional competencies to the exclusion of general and technical 
education competencies.
LIMITATIONS
The study has the following limitations:
1. Vocational agriculture/agribusiness programs are constantly 
changing; hence, the opinionnaire for the study may not con­
tain all competencies needed by teachers of vocational agri­
culture/ agribusiness.
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2. Respondents participating in the study may have viewed the
study as a threat to both existing teacher training programs
and to themselves, a factor which may bias the results of
the study.
3. The study was limited by the ability of the opinionnaire to 
obtain accurate perceptions from teachers and also by the 
realization that teachers may tend to rate themselves higher
in competency attainment than their actual level.
4. The study was limited to information taken from responses
of vocational agriculture teachers in Louisiana and the 
findings may not be accurate when generalized to other 
teachers of vocational agriculture in other states because 
of varying conditions and because of the uniqueness of the 
Louisiana programs.
OPINIONNAIRE DEVELOPMENT
Information was gathered through both group administered and mailed 
opinionnaires. An opinionnaire was used because of its expected effec­
tiveness and anonymity.
The competencies identified by Atherton (25:6) in 1976 were used 
as the basis for the opinionnaire. Competencies identified as urgently 
needed by prospective teachers of vocational agriculture were used. 
However, the use of such competencies was limited to those items which 
a teacher training program could realistically be expected to provide 
training for and also limited to those where the performance of the 
competency involved could be observed.
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The opinionnaire, divided into two major sections, was used for 
data gathering at professional meetings and for the mailing of follow- 
up letters. The first section of the opinionnaire consisted of a 
listing of professional competencies which were designed to elicit the 
self-perceptions of Louisiana vocational agriculture teachers on pro­
fessional competencies needed, and their level of attainment for each 
competency, by means of a five-point scale. The scale for responses 
relating to need used the following descriptions of the points on the 
scale: 1) essential, 2) highly desirable, 3) moderate, 4) low, 5) not
needed. The scale for responses relating to competency level attained 
used these descriptions of the points on the scale: 1) very high,
2) high, 3) adequate, 4) limited, 5) not developed. This section also 
consisted of items for obtaining responses on the one main source of 
training for each competency from five possible responses: 1) pre­
service curriculum, 2) in-service training, 3) on the job, 4) self- 
study and 5) other.
The second section consisted of general information regarding 
selected demographic variables included in the study.
A panel of agricultural education personnel consisting of the 
Louisiana State University (LSU) student teaching director, selected 
LSU graduate students and members of the researcher's doctoral commit­
tee were requested to check the format and face validity of the opinion­
naire. These inputs were used to improve the opinionnaire.
Mail opinionnaires were sent to prospective vocational agriculture 
teachers who completed a B.S. degree with a major in Vocational Agri­
cultural Education in May, 1980 from LSU. These responses were used 
in improving the opinionnaire.
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SOURCE OF DATA
Data were obtained from 121 out of a population of 127 vocational 
agriculture teachers in the state. These teachers possessed a Bachelor 
of Science degree with a major in Vocational Agricultural Education 
and were teaching vocational agriculture. The responses that were 
gathered came from teachers who completed their studies during the 
period of 1963-1979 from Louisiana State University, University of 
Southwestern Louisiana,' Louisiana Tech, and Southern University.
RESEARCH DESIGN AND COLLECTION OF DATA 
The descriptive method of research was used in the study. In­
formation was secured through group administered and mailed opinion- 
naires during the 1980 Bunkie in-service workshops and professional 
gatherings. Follow-up opinionnaires with accompanying cover letters 
were sent to those teachers who did not attend the above-mentioned 
group meetings.
At each of the four Bunkie in-service workshops and a professional 
meeting of the Louisiana Vocational Association, full instructions on 
how to respond to the opinionnaire were given orally and the researcher 
was available for additional instructions or explanations. The opinion­
naire with a self-addressed, stamped envelope and cover letter were 
mailed to those teachers who did not attend the gatherings.
TREATMENT OF DATA 
The information obtained in the study was coded and turned over 
to Louisiana State University’s Department of Experimental Statistics 
for keypunching onto IBM cards for statistical analyses.
Percentages, frequencies, rankings, means, standard deviations, 
Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficients and Spearman Rho Rank 
Order Correlation Coefficients (Rho) were calculated to test null 
hypotheses one, two and three.
Each competency under study was grouped into one of the following 
nine broad professional areas for data collection, analysis, and re­
porting: program planning and development; lesson planning for teaching;
teaching classes (all day and adult); department management (records 
and reports); student organization activities; school and community 
relations; guidance; evaluation and coordination.
Percentages, frequencies, ranks, mean ratings and standard de­
viations were calculated for each competency under study with respect 
to 1) the relative degree of competency needed, and 2) the relative 
competency attainment levels of teachers.
Mean ratings for both levels of need and attainment tabulated 
in Chapter III (Tables II through XX) were derived by adding up all 
numerical values assigned by teachers for each competency and the re­
sulting sum was divided by the total number of responses. The standard 
deviation was calculated for each competency under study to compare the 
consensus of responses on the relative need for a competency and pro­
fessional competency attainment levels.
The Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficient was calculated 
to test the null hypothesis: that there is no significant relation­
ship between competency attainment of teachers and selected demographic 
variables such as age, number of students taught in vocational agricul­
ture classes, number of years teaching experience, and overall under­
graduate grade point average (GPA).
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Also, the Spearman Rho Rank-Order Correlation was calculated to 
test the null hypothesis of no significant relationship between teachers’ 
need for a competency and their competency attainment level and to test 
the relationship of discrete demographic variables to their 
self-perceived competency attainment levels in the professional areas 
of agricultural teacher education curricula. These variables were 
salary level, highest degree, number of professional organizations with 
which respondents are affiliated, and the availability of Cooperative 
Agricultural Education (CAE) and agricultural laboratory programs.
These statistical tests were conducted at Louisiana State University’s 
Department of Experimental Statistics under the guidance of Miss Deborah 
Babcock, Mr. Kim Kubasek, and Dr. Kenneth Koonce.
DEFINITION OF TERMS
1. Competency - the basic knowledge or skill, demonstrated by a vo­
cational agriculture teacher at a specific and suitable performance 
level, i.e., very high, high and adequate attainment levels.
2. Competency attainment level - the degree of proficiency or mastery 
of a competency which enables teachers to take the competency 
learned and expand and develop it further to turn it into a tool 
needed to become competent professionals in the field (12:4).
3. Competency-based teacher education program - an approach to teacher 
education consisting of three major components, namely, identifying 
and stating competencies urgently needed, developing competencies 
through appropriate learning experiences to enable learners to 
attain desired behavioral outcomes or changes, and assessing desired 
changes of behavior (29:7).
Professional competency - a knowledge, skill, or attitude a teacher 
must possess to adequately execute his/her job as a teacher exclu­
sive of technical and general education competencies (28:3).
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Introduction
Teacher education and vocational education, as with any institution 
of society, are continually responding to the ever-changing forces 
which mold that society into a state of civilization that matches the 
challenge of a particular decade.
From 1600 to 1846 (9:42) formal training of teachers was not needed. 
The modes of society then only called for pimple skills and tools for 
survival. Family training or apprenticeship sufficed for the develop­
ment of a work force adequate for man's relatively unspecialized field 
of work.
The industrial revolution of the 19th century first reached its 
height in England and then proceeded to induce technological change in 
the United States (9:41-42). Initially, the United States, with 
Louisiana as one of the states, responded slowly, starting with the 
Smith-Hughes Act, but later responded at a more rapid pace in order to 
train its citizens for the more specialized calling required of the 
industrialized society that was to come.
The ideals under which the Union had been established included the 
granting of state rights. These state rights were tempered by their 
practical application when the federal government, first slowly, then 
with more strength, controlled the state function as it regarded voca­
tional education through the evolution of federal legislation. This 
legislation first provided aid to states; then, it made these states
12
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so dependent on federal support that tremendous control Is now exercised 
by the federal government. On the whole, however, the legislation de­
signed to aid vocational education in the states has been the most 
important encouragement for the development of vocational education 
programs of which teacher education plays an important part.
It appears that an excessive amount of legislation exists to guide 
vocational education administrators, researchers, teachers and other 
personnel. This legislation mandates uniform approaches to problems. 
Federal aid is not granted until certain stipulated provisions are ful­
filled. This results in some aspects of creativity being stifled, and 
programs become relatively stagnant. Whatever changes do occur are 
not significant enough to meet the new challenges of the modern world 
(9:109).
Coupled with shortcomings of this centralized organization for 
vocational education is the effect of politics on education. Ideas 
usually are the product of debate and controversy in a society where 
schools and universities exercise sufficient academic freedom. But 
with politics controlling funds whose release or nonrelease can make 
or destroy school programs; administrators, researchers and teachers 
are forced to follow stipulated provisions in federal legislation.
Purposes and Functions of the University
Since educational training for the State of Louisiana is the respon­
sibility of various universities, colleges and schools throughout the 
state, it can be assumed that part of this responsibility is to ensure 
that such training is effective. At the apex of those institutions is 
the Louisiana State University System with its main campus at the
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Louisiana State University and Agricultural and Mechanical College, 
Baton Rouge. The following quote points out the purpose of the 
university:
Law and traditions have assigned the Univer­
sity a threefold purpose: to develop to the highest
levels the intellectual and professional capacities 
of Louisiana citizens through resident instruction; 
to enrich instruction and to establish new frontiers 
of knowledge through research and scholarship; and 
to provide all Louisiana citizens with information 
useful in advancing the economy of the state and 
culture through extension services (35:93).
The University tries to accomplish these purposes through its 
various departments, each of which is primarily concerned with its 
field of specialization. In the field of vocational agricultural edu­
cation, the Department of Vocational Agricultural Education carries 
out specific programs which are, in their overall effect, aimed to 
accomplish for the university its trilogy of functions in instruction, 
research and service.
Cooperative efforts of teacher educators in vocational agricultural 
education at Louisiana State University defined the Department's pri­
mary purpose - the improvement of the teaching and learning process in 
the vocational agriculture programs of the state, region, and nation. 
Specific objectives for the program include the following:
1. The adequate preparation of teachers, school service person­
nel, and administrative personnel.
2. The provision of professional services to schools, school 
systems and the educational program in general.
3. And, the advancement of research and related scholarly acti­
vities (14:1-11).
Among other things, agricultural teacher education at Louisiana 
State University aims to enable students to develop (1) an educational 
philosophy consistent with American democratic ideals and principles,
(2) an understanding of and an appreciation for the American public 
school and its contribution to the individual and society through a 
familiarity with the history and present status of education in America,
(3) a sense of civic responsibility and of good human relations, (4) 
knowledge and skills in teaching through sound scholarship and profes­
sional competence, (5) competence in communication skills, the know­
ledge of science, and its application in the world today, (6) and an 
appreciation for and desire to uphold the ethics and ideals of the 
teaching profession by individual and group action (34:1). Aims of 
agricultural teacher education programs in other Louisiana universities 
are similar in nature to these.
These aims are directly related to competencies involved in de­
sirable performance which may be brought about by teacher training 
programs. To determine whether these aims have been fulfilled, an 
evaluation of the present status of teacher competency is needed.
Administering exit tests at the end of instruction may identify 
the student teachers who have mastered the competencies related to the 
various tasks of the vocational agricultural teacher. Also, during 
student teaching, many of these competencies may be observed. In 
addition, a follow-up of graduates as they demonstrate the skills in­
volved on the job may identify changes in student teacher behavior that 
takes place after graduation. Such information should provide some 
feedback on the degree of attainment of the program objectives (41:1).
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It is of value in agricultural teacher training programs as well 
as in other teacher training programs to have self-evaluation tools 
and to re-design these tools as often as necessary. The development 
and re-design of evaluation and assessment tools or schemes should 
satisfy not only those directly involved in the program but also those 
in the community and in accrediting agencies. For instance, the 
Standard 5.1 of the 1970 guidelines states that "all institutions ac­
credited by the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education 
must develop a well-defined evaluation plan for teachers they prepare" 
(20:70).
One of the department’s major programs in instruction is the of­
fering of coursework leading to the Bachelor of Science degree in Vo­
cational Agricultural Education. Vocational agricultural education 
undergraduate curricula usually consist of broad components that in­
clude general, technical and professional education competencies. The 
scope of this study deals only with those professional competencies 
identified with the pre-service curricula.
The related literature reviewed for this study has implications 
on the need for competency-based agricultural teacher education pro­
grams. Included in the review are research findings reflecting the 
development of competency-based agricultural teacher education programs.
Development of Competency-Based Agricultural Teacher Education Programs
The pre-service curricula in Louisiana have not fully adopted 
the competency-based approach to agricultural teacher education but in 
spite of this, Louisiana teacher educators have recognized the impor­
tance of such an approach. They recognize the non-competency-based
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programs suffer from a lack of a sound data base that can aid in the 
formulation of relevent program goals, competencies and objectives. On 
the other hand, programs that approach competency-based teacher edu­
cation usually attempt to organize program efforts into manageable 
components based on a sound data base (7:40).
Gaffney (30:12) delineated the basic features of competency-based 
education as follows: (1) the way designers identified competencies,
(2) the innovativeness of approaches, (3) the congruence between pro­
gram requirements and needs of beginning teachers, and (4) the useful­
ness of instruction and assessment.
Identification of Competencies Needed in the Pre-Service Program
Identifying competencies needed in the program to serve as a 
foundation for performance goals is the first step pursued by educators 
for competency-based teacher education programs. Errors at this point 
can result in a program that lacks validity. Aside from identification 
of valid competencies, establishing priorities in choosing the competen­
cies to be included and built into the program can maximize teaching 
success.
Atherton (25:1), in a statewide descriptive study, compiled a list 
of competencies for Louisiana which teachers rated as urgently needed 
by new teachers entering the field of vocational agriculture. The 
list of teacher competencies was based on a review of the literature, 
a working conference of teacher educators, and evaluation of a list of 
professional competencies by teachers in the State of Louisiana. The 
result of the study included a listing of competencies with mean ratings
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in the following areas: program planning and development, lesson
planning, teaching classes, department management, student organi­
zation activities, school-community relations, professional improvement, 
guidance and evaluation. The first three areas listed were rated with 
the greatest weighted mean.
Herring (31:4-5) conducted a study to identify and validate com­
petencies for teacher education in agriculture. The study dealt with 
professional competency categories, such as planning development, and 
evaluation of the local vocational program, instructional planning, 
teaching methods and techniques, instructional evaluation, departmental 
management, guidance, school-community relations, Future Farmers of 
America (FFA), adult education, professional role and development, 
supervised occupational experience programs, and coordinating the co­
operative part-time training program.
Data were secured from 311 of the 349 cupervising teachers surveyed 
(89.1 percent), 22 of the 24 teacher trainers (92 percent), and 14 of 
the 15 state staff personnel (93 percent). The overall response was 
347 out of 388 persons surveyed (89.4 percent). Outcomes of the study, 
aside from identifying the core of essential professional competencies 
required by vocational agriculture teachers, included the establishment 
of a validated base for developing curriculum materials and laboratory 
experiences.
Pigge reported the views of teachers and their principals and/or 
supervisors on the need for competency in various teaching skills, 
teacher response as to their proficiency in such skills and where the 
teachers received the most help (pre-service training or on the job).
The static group comparison design was used to compare responses from
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teachers and from their principals and/or supervisors on the above- 
mentioned aspects of the study. Responses from 1,851 principals and/ 
or supervisors and 770 teachers were used. Observations were in the 
form of self-reported need and proficiency for each competency from 
teachers themselves. A high correlation of .83 existed between need 
for a competency and teachers'competency proficiencies, which may in­
dicate that those urgently needed competencies are learned and attained 
(20:74).
Cheek (27:5) surveyed a population of 589 teachers and 24 joint 
staff members (teacher educators and state department staff) on 179 
professional education competencies required by Florida agribusiness 
and natural resources education teachers. Findings showed that six 
competencies were considered low to moderate in importance, 75 of the 
179 competencies were considered moderate to high in importance, while 
98 competencies were considered high to very high in importance.
Further analyses revealed that joint staff members rated each com­
petency category higher than did teachers. Significant differences 
were found between responses from teachers and joint staff members for 
the following six categories: instructional planning, instructional
execution, instructional evaluation, guidance, school/community re­
lations, coordination and supervised occupational experience program.
No significant differences were found between responses of teachers 
and joint staff members in program planning, development and evaluation, 
instructional management, FFA, professional role and development, and 
adult education categories. Factors that had significant effects on 
responses were as follows: number of students per day, educational level,
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number of years of agricultural teaching experience, and previous en­
rollment in vocational agriculture.
In the State of Pennsylvania, Witmer (40:38) reported that at 
least average competency was necessary for 107 of 112 professional com­
petencies studied for a beginning teacher of Agriculture/Agribusiness 
education. Results of the study further showed that the teacher edu­
cators placed more emphasis on the importance of professional competen­
cies than did state staff or teachers. The study recommended the de­
velopment or refinement of instructional objectives and enabling ob­
jectives, instructional materials, and techniques necessary for appro­
priate assessment of competencies held by undergraduate students. 
Periodic evaluation of competency needs was also emphasized in order to 
update the pre-service teacher education program tailored to teacher 
needs.
Assessment of competencies would indicate to a potential employer 
the job skills possessed by learners. The relative effectiveness of 
a curriculum could then be reported to a teacher, administrator or 
staff supervisor (29:3).
Sambolin's study (36) to determine the technical and professional 
training needs of prospective vocational agriculture teachers in Puerto 
Rico and the relationship of these needs to selected professional 
characteristics of teachers, revealed that the prospective teachers 
went into teaching competent in only 59 percent of 143 professional 
and technical competencies studied. Teaching experience, teaching pro­
gram, professional experience other than teaching, and general under­
graduate grade point index had a significant influence on teacher
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responses as to (1) competencies acquired, (2) importance of competen­
cies acquired and additional training needed in some of the professional 
and technical areas of the undergraduate curriculum. Professional edu­
cation was one of the three areas where teachers expressed their 
greatest training needs.
Beeman et al. (26:1) conducted a study to compare self-perceptions 
of Florida extension workers and staff members regarding professional 
competencies needed by extension agents of the Florida Cooperative 
Extension Service. In addition to levels of need, the researchers 
concluded that age, highest degree earned, and number of extension 
agents employed in a county influenced how extension agents viewed each 
competency category.
Weaver (39:2) investigated the level at which the competencies 
previously identified as being essential to teachers of vocational 
agriculture in Georgia should be acquired by the teachers, and the 
relative importance of the competencies in terms of successful teaching 
performance. The relative importance was determined by the combined 
mean score of all raters (students and teachers).
The more important the competencies, as reported by respondents 
of the study, the smaller the variability for both the teachers and 
the students. In other words, there was more agreement on competencies 
rated as more important than there was on competencies rated as less 
important. A large percentage of the competencies rated as most im­
portant were competencies that may be classified in the affective 
domain.
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Competencies given a high rating of importance which are in the 
cognitive or the psychomotor domains may be more effectively dealt 
with in a teacher preparation program than can those of the affective 
domain (39:2). Some qualities or competencies related to the person­
ality of individual learners may be largely acquired prior to entering 
the agricultural teacher education program.
Ort's study started with the assumption that attitudes, person­
ality, predicted success and college achievement might be correlated 
with success as a student teacher and as a first year teacher. His 
study of 443 seniors in the College of Education at Bowling Green State 
University was conducted during.the school years of 1960-1962.
The evaluations of supervisors and principals and/or superintendents 
of the first year teaching experience of seniors were compared by Ort. 
The findings of the study indicated that the academic achievement in 
college does not seem to predict the level of success of the students' 
first year of teaching experience or his student teaching experience.
The results from personality and teacher attitude inventories
did not have any predictive value as to how successful a person would
be as a teacher.
The best predictions of future success of a student teacher, even 
though limited, seemed to be made by supervising teachers and campus 
supervisors (19:67).
Shippy (37:101) identified and verified the professional education 
competencies needed by beginning teachers of agriculture/agribusiness 
education in Delaware. Two groups of teachers and a group of super­
visors were asked to give their perceptions of the competency level
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necessary for beginning teachers for 235 competencies under study.
Fifteen out of 250 competencies were rated significantly different by 
the three groups surveyed. Size of agriculture department, number of 
different students taught each day, previous enrollment in vocational 
agriculture in high school, and F.EA experience in high school influ­
enced the teachers1 views concerning the importance of professional 
competencies.
Morjan (7:40) described three integral components of competency- 
based programs. These components included the identification of be- 
haviorally defined objectives or competencies, development of standards 
of evaluation and variable educational pathways. Standards define the 
necessary conditions for establishing that an adequate degree of com­
petency exists. Competency-based programs focus on the idea that it 
is not necessary for an educational institution to prescribe how students 
gain proficiency or the amount of time they have to do so. Recommended 
standards for teacher education have been articulated to include the 
following:
1. The evidence that shows that prospective teachers assume 
substantial responsibility over a period of time for the 
range of teaching duties in the professional role for which 
they are trained.
2. The information that shows that the relationships between 
professional personnel in the institution and in the co­
operating schools contribute positively to learning ex­
periences.
3. The evidence that confirms the commitment and excellence 
of supervising teachers in the cooperating schools in 
training and supervising prospective teachers.
4. The methods used to record and describe the performance 
of prospective teachers and the use of available infor­
mation by teachers themselves and supervisors while 
analyzing situations.
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5. The translation of the supervision of prospective teachers 
into an index of faculty load. How many prospective teachers 
does each teacher/educator have responsibility for (1:6-7)?
A study (34:67) reported that the second standard mentioned above, 
when subjected to research revealed that evaluations made by campus 
supervisors and supervising teachers were highly correlated. These 
same evaluations made by campus supervisors and supervising teachers 
were not highly correlated with the first year teacher evaluations.
This finding indicates that the further the teacher gets away from 
college records, the less his success as a teacher correlates with 
his grade point average.
Updyke (38) investigated the degree of competence the graduates 
perceived they possessed as a result of professional training through 
the prescribed agricultural education program at Oklahoma State Univer­
sity. The finding of the study included:
1. The overall mean responses of 3.93 for Animal Sciences and 3.63 
for FFA Advisement were the highest responses, indicating that 
for both of these areas the graduates felt that they had above 
average degrees of competence. It was indicated that the overall 
mean response of 2.41, which was in the below-average category, for 
the Vocational Agriculture Occupational Training area was the lowest, 
followed by the 2.64 response for the area of Young and/or Adult 
Farmer Advisor. This was in the average category. For all the 
teaching areas, the graduates' overall mean responses were in the 
high side of the average category as to the degree of competence 
they felt they had.
2. The university was ranked as the most important source of competence 
by the graduates for all teaching areas except FFA Advisement.
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3. The first seven areas were used constantly and frequently as the 
overall mean responses indicated. The last two teaching areas how­
ever, Vocational Agriculture Occupational Training and Young and/ 
or Adult Farmer Advisement, were the least used competencies.
4. More than 50 percent of the graduates wanted more instruction in 
all of the teaching areas. More of the graduates (83 percent) 
wanted additional instruction in Mechanized Agriculture than any 
other teaching area. The other areas in this order are as follows: 
(1) Young and/or Adult Farmer Advisement, (2) Professional Education, 
(3) Agricultural Economics and (4) FFA Advisement. For all the 
other areas, more than 70 percent of the 79 respondents wanted more 
instruction.
5. The mean responses indicated satisfactory or sufficient opportunity 
for development (personal or professional).
6. The difference in mean responses between Oklahoma and out-of-state 
teachers was largest in Animal Sciences and FFA Advisor areas.
There was no significant differences in the degree of competence 
held in any of the teaching areas at the .05 level of significance 
between the groups of graduates. Significant differences exist 
between the groups for Animal Sciences and FFA Advisement (F-values 
of 3.28 and 3.98, respectively). When the difference between the 
two groups in the teaching areas was subjected to an analysis of 
variance, no significant differences were indicated. The mean re­
sponse to the section of the study pertaining to the opportunity
for personal and professional development denoted different expressed 
opinions of the Oklahoma and out-of-state teachers, which was a 
statistically significant difference at .004 level of significance.
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The difference of mean responses on the preparation of the two 
groups of graduates on ordering and maintaining equipment was signi­
ficantly different at .02 level of significance. The mean responses 
of the Oklahoma teachers were slightly higher than the out-of-state 
teachers.
7. There were some differences in the degree of competence held in all 
the teaching areas. The analysis of variance test concerning the 
degree of competence held between the two groups revealed that 
Agricultural Economics was the only area where the difference was 
significant.
Gaffney (30:80) reported that assessment and skills in competency- 
based teacher education have direct applications in defining competencies, 
measuring attainment, evaluating procedures and materials, and validating 
competencies. Four levels for assessing behavior and changes of students 
were indicated.
These levels can be used for assessing student behavioral changes
or competency attainment and as a basis for identifying ratings for
each level. They are as follows:
Level 1 - low value - participant has demonstrated the knowledge 
thought to be requisite for these competencies (knowledge)
Level 2 - fair value - participant has demonstrated the competency 
in real school setting micro context (performance)
Level 3 - good value - participant has demonstrated the competency 
in real school setting given limited responsibility and 
under close supervision (performance)
Level 4 - high value - participant has demonstrated these compe­
tencies in real school settings; produced desired results 
with students taught (consequence)
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Gaffney's findings revealed that student teachers exhibited com­
petency in developing instructional plans as assessed by cooperating 
teachers and the researcher. A high correlation of .97 exists between 
mean assessments. Means showed that student teachers exhibited the 
ability to plan above the criterion level of 80. Students as a whole 
exhibited specified competencies in implementing instructional plans 
as revealed by mean assessment scores of all raters though individual 
performances were not always up to the criterion of 80.
There was gain which indicated that secondary students gained know­
ledge in classes taught by student teachers while implementing their 
instructional plans. The gain score of post-test over pre-test was 
approximately three percent for all classes of all student teachers.
Summary
From previous research findings, the following inferences regarding 
professional competencies may be drawn for the study:
1. The general emerging pattern seems to be that most states moving 
to a competency-based agricultural teacher education format have 
conducted their own research studies identifying and validating 
the professional competencies needed by teachers of agriculture/ 
agribusiness.
2. There is a definite need for identifying an essential list of pro­
fessional competencies to be taught in the pre-service curricula, 
and subsequent evaluation of levels of attainment of graduates.
3. The validation of the listing of essential professional competen­
cies developed periodically through the pre-service curricula is 
underscored.
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4. The use of this validated list of needed professional competencies 
is necessary to plan annual instructional programs.
5. The rational of accountability of the pre-service curricula is
to provide evidence that graduates have been taught the necessary 
competencies and they possess skills needed for adequate perfor­
mance.
Several researchers concluded that there is a need for the pre­
sent study in order to develop and utilize a system of 1) recording 
essential specific competencies related to agricultural education 
aspects of the pre-service curricula, 2) documenting the competencies 
taught to students through the pre-service curricula, and 3) periodic 
evaluation of levels of competency attainment.
CHAPTER III 
PRESENTATION OF DATA 
This chapter presents the data pertaining to professional com­
petencies needed and attained by Louisiana vocational agriculture 
teachers as preceived by them. Responses from 121 teachers were col­
lected and analyzed to obtain mean ratings, frequency distributions, 
percentages, standard deviations, ranks, and coefficients of corre­
lations from both the Pearson Product Moment and the Spearman Rank- 
Order Correlation Coefficients. Demographic data are presented first 
and then the data pertaining to the objectives and hypotheses are 
presented.
Demographic Data
The median and range for each of the demographic variables are 
presented below and in Table I. The variables used were the respon­
dents1 age, grade point average, annual salary level, number of pro­
fessional organizations with which the teachers were affiliated, the 
number of students taught in their 1979-1980 classes, and number of 
years teaching experience (Table I).
All the respondents attained their Bachelor of Science degree 
with a major in Vocational Agricultural Education during the years 
from 1963 to 1979 from four Louisiana universities, namely, Louisiana 
State University, University of Southwestern Louisiana, Louisiana Tech 
University, and Southern University.
The respondents were all males, and their ages ranged from 21 to 
60. The median age of teachers sampled was 30 years. They reported
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TABLE I






Age 120 30.00 21.00 60.00
GPA 119 2.89 1.75 3.80
Annual Salary Level Range 119 $16,000-$16,999 Below $12,999 $17,000 & Above
Total No. of Students Taught
in 1979-1980 Classes 120 86.00 12* 130
Years Teaching Experience 120 6.00 1 15
* Part time teacher who handled CAE program and also served as principal.
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that they attained an undergraduate median grade point average (GPA) 
of 2.89 on a four point scale and earned a median annual salary in 
the $16,000-$16,999 category. Nearly half of the respondents were 
members of all of the following professional organizations: 85 of the
respondents were members of the American Vocational Association (AVA), 
50 were members of the National Vocational Agriculture Teachers 
Association, Inc., (NVATA), 59 were members of the Louisiana Vocational 
Association (LVA), and 41 were members of the Louisiana Vocational 
Agricultural Teachers Association (LVATA). It should be noted that 
12 respondents were not members of any of these professional organi­
zations and that the average number of organizations to which the 
respondents belonged was three. The respondents taught a total of 86 
students in their classes in 1979-1980, and had been teaching for about 
six years. It should be pointed out that the population consisted of 
teachers with one to 15 years of experience.
Objective One: Level of Need in Nine Competency Areas
Data pertaining to objective one are shown in Table II to X. 
Objective one’sought to determine the level of need for selected pro­
fessional competencies as perceived by vocational agriculture teachers. 
The teachers responded to each competency on a five-point Likert type 
scale that ranged from essential to not needed. Numerical values were 
assigned for the five possible responses as follows: 1 - essential,
2 - highly desirable, 3 - moderate, 4 - low need, and 5 - not needed. 
The eighty-one competencies selected for use in this study were divided 
into nine areas for ease of securing data and ease of reporting the 
findings.
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These nine areas, namely, program planning and development, les 
son planning, teaching classes (all day and adult), department manage­
ment (records and reports), guidance, evaluation, and coordination, 
are each discussed in the subsections that follow:
Program Planning and Development
As can be seen in Table II, there were ten competencies listed 
under program planning and development. Five of these competencies 
were rated between essential and highly desirable levels of need.
These competencies ranked from highest to lowest level of need were 
as follows: 10. Develop safety rules and regulations (1.47), 6. De­
velop course of study (1.60), 5. Plan summer program (1.62), 4. De­
velop annual program of work (1.71), and 3. Develop long range plan 
for your program (1.99). The remaining five competencies in this 
area were rated between highly desirable and moderate levels of need. 
It is interesting to note that the three competencies receiving the 
lowest ratings were as follows: 1. Organize and use advisory groups,
8. Maintain follow-up of former students, and 9. Develop procedures 
for working with disadvantaged and minority groups. The mean ratings 
for these three competencies were 2.63, 2.70, and 2.74, respectively. 
The data also show that the distribution of responses in the nine 
competency areas seems to be skewed towards the left (negative skew) 
and may indicate a non-normal distribution.
Lesson Planning
Five competencies under lesson planning were rated between
TABLE II
PROGRAM PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT COMPETENCIES NEEDED BY TEACHERS








I. Organize and use 22 27 52 11 8 1 2.63 1.09
advisory groups 18.2% 22.3% 43.0% 9.1% 6.6% .8%
2. Plan and conduct
community surveys
to determine com­ 19 35 44 18 4 1 2.60 1.03
munity needs 15.7% 28.9% 36.4% 14.9% 3.3% .8%
3. Develop long range
plan for your 40 48 25 7 0 1 1.99 . 88
program 33.1% 39.7% 20.6% 5.8% 0% .8%
4. Develop annual 68 32 12 6 3 0 1.71 1.00
program of work 56.2% 26.4% 9.9% 5.0% 2.5% 0%
5. Plan summer 71 33 11 4 2 0 1.62 .90
Program 58.7% 27.3% 9.1% 3.3% 1.6% 0%
6. Develop course 68 37 11 3 1 1 1.60 .82
of study 56.2% 30.5% 9.2% 2.5% .8% • 00 *9
7. Budget 37 45 30 4 4 1 2.10 .99
time 30.6% 37.2% 24.8% 3.3% 3.3% .8%
(CONTINUED)-
TABLE II (continued)
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9. Develop procedures 





























* The sum of percentages may not equal 100.0% due to rounding.
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essential and highly desirable: 7. Plan units of instruction, 6. De­
termine and select tools and equipment necessary for learning experiences 
of students, 1. Determine educational needs/goals of students, 4. Pro­
vide for variety of methods/techniques, and 2. Evaluate reference 
material to meet course objectives. Their mean ratings were 1.64, 1.70, 
1.79, 1.85, and 1.95, respectively, as shown in Table III.
Three professional competencies in this area have mean ratings 
of more than 2.0, ranging from highly desirable to moderate level of 
need. These competencies relate to the curriculum development process 
which is basic to educational programs, and yet they received relatively 
low mean ratings of 2.01, 2.05 and 2.06. These competencies with the 
above-mentioned ratings were as follows: 8. Write lesson plans, 3.
Organize sequence of learning tasks, and 5. Identify competencies needed 
to enter occupations.
Teaching Classes (All Day and Adult)
In Table IV, 19 competencies were listed under teaching classes 
(all day and adult) with their corresponding mean ratings. Fourteen 
competencies were rated between essential and highly desirable level 
of need. The two competencies receiving the highest ratings were 7. 
Maintain discipline, and 2. Lead and prompt discussion, with mean 
ratings of 1.38 and 1.69, respectively. The remaining five competencies 
obtained ratings of more than 2.0, between highly desirable and moderate 
levels of need. It should be noted that one competency under this 
category was 11. Use supervised experience problems and records, which 
obtained a rating of 2.12.
TABLE III
LESSON PLANNING COMPETENCIES NEEDED BY TEACHERS
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_________Frequencies and Percentages of Responses By Level of Need_________
Highly Not No
Competency Essential Desirable Moderate Low Needed Response Mean S.D.
8. Write lesson 51 32 25 8 4 1 2.01 1.09
plans 42.1% 26.6% 20.6% 6.6% 3.3% .8%
TABLE IV
TEACHING CLASSES (ALL DAY AND ADULT) COMPETENCIES NEEDED BY TEACHERS








1. Introduce 60 40 12 4 2 3 1.71 .90
lessons 49.5% 33.0% 10.0% 3.3% 1.6% 2.5%
2. Lead and Prompt 52 54 .7 3 1 4 1.69 .77
discussion 43.0% 44.6% 5.8% 2.5% .8% 3.3%
3. Conduct supervised 47 41 27 2 1 3 1.88 .87
study 38.8% 33.9% 22.3% 1.7% .8% 2.5%
4. Summarize 43 52 19 3 1 3 1.87 .83
lessons 35.5% 44.3% 15.7% 2.5% .8% 2.5%
5. Use oral questioning 42 61 17 1 0 0 1.80 .69
techniques 23.1% 49.6% 24.8% 1.6% .8%
6. Cope with individual 28 60 30 2 1 0 2.07 .78
differences 23.1% 49.6% 24.8% 1.6% • 00
7. Maintain 93 15 9 3 1 0 1.38 .79
discipline 76.9% 12.4% 7.4% 2.5% .8%
8. Direct student 55 49 13 3 1 0 1.72 .81
laboratory experiences 45.5% 40.5% 10.7% 2.5% .8%
9. Demonstrate manipu­ 47 51 18 4 0 1 1.82 .80
lative skills 38.8% 42.1% 15.0% 3.3%
(CONTINUED)
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10. Use appropriate 47 50 19 4 0 1 1.83 .81
instructional media 38.8% 41.3% 15.7% 3.3% .8%
11. Use supervised experi­ >
ence problems and 30 50 33 6 0 2 2.12 .84
records 24.8% 41.3% 27.3 % 5.0% 1.6%
12. Guide students in 45 51 22 2 0 1 1.84 .77
problem solving 37.2% 42.1% 18.2% 1.7% .8%
13. Conduct individualized 37 57 22 4 0 1 1.94 .79
instruction 30.6% 47.1% 18.2% 3.3% .8%
14. Conduct team 15 43 29 20 12 2 2.75 1.17
teaching 12.4% 35.5% 24.0% 16.1% 9.9% 1.7%
15. Organize time 41 51 25 3 0 1 1.91 .80
schedule 33.9% 42.1% 20.7% 2.5% .8%
16. Conduct supervised ex­ 58 39 19 4 0 1 1.74 .84
perience visitation 47.9% 32.2% 15.7% 3.3% .8%
17. Make smooth transition 35 55 28 2 0 1 1.97 .77
from one topic toanother 28.9% 45.5% 23.1% 1.7% .8%
18. Find and evaluate tech­- 30 52 33 5 0 1 2.10 .82
nical information 24.8% 43.0% 27.3 % 4.1% .8%
19. Reproduce instruc­ 41 42 31 5 0 2 2.00 .88
tional materials 33.9% 34.7 25.6% 4.1% 1.7%
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Department Management (Records and Reports)
As shown in Table V, five of the seven competencies which were 
listed under department management (records and reports) obtained 
ratings between essential and highly desirable: 4. Develop and im­
plement policy for use of facilities, equipment and supplies, 2. Use 
practical filing system, 9. Employ good housekeeping procedures, 3. 
Maintain running inventory on supplies and equipment, and 8. Organize 
and maintain vocational laboratory. These were rated 1.75, 1.80, 1.81, 
1.86, and 1.89, respectively. The remaining competencies were rated 
between highly desirable and moderate levels of need. One of the com­
petencies that received a lower rating was 5. Maintain cumulative 
student progress data, which received a mean rating of 2.22.
Student Organization Acitivities
All nine competencies listed under this category were rated be­
tween' essential and highly desirable levels of need (Table VI). As 
can be seen, the competency receiving the highest rating was 2. Estab­
lish and maintain an active FFA chapter. One should notice that the 
competency receiving the lowest rating in this category was 9. Lead 
members to affiliate with and participate in state and national or­
ganizations and programs.
School and Community Relations
Rating between essential and highly desirable levels of need were 
obtained for five competencies under school and community relations 
as shown in Table VII: 2. Develop acceptable work relations with
students, staff and others connected with school, 6. Sponsor FFA
TABLE V
DEPARTMENT MANAGEMENT (RECORDS AND REPORTS) COMPETENCIES NEEDED BY TEACHERS
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8. Organize and main­
tain vocational 51 44 15 7 3 1 1.89 1.00
laboratory 42.1% 36.4% 12.4% 5.8% 2.5% .8%
9. Employ good house­ 53 42 20 5 0 1 1.81 .86
keeping procedures 43.8% 34.7% 16.5% 4.1% .8%
TABLE VI
STUDENT ORGANIZATION ACTIVITIES COMPETENCIES NEEDED BY TEACHERS
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_________Frequencies and Percentages of Responses By Level of Need_________
Highly Not No
Competency Essential Desirable Moderate Low Needed Response Mean S.D.
7. Train judging 63
teams 52.1%
8. Coordinate FFA with
instructional 69
activities 57.0%
9. Lead members to 
affiliate with and 
participate in state
and national organi- 53






















banquet, fish fry, barbecue and similar events for parents, 1. Develop 
plans for school-community relations, 3. Promote programs through news 
articles, TV and radio programs or brochures, and 5. Present vocational 
agriculture education program to school and community. Mean ratings 
obtained for these competencies were 1.61, 1.61, 1.86, 1.87, and 1.88, 
respectively. One competency - 4. Conduct open house, obtained a 
rating of 2.31 (between highly desirable and moderate levels) which 
was the lowest rating given in this area.
Guidance
The teachers rated two competencies out of seven competencies 
related to student guidance between essential and highly desirable 
levels of need. They were: 6. visit students’ homes regarding the 
educational development of students (1.73), and 5. Assist students 
in applying for employment or further education (1.87). The other 
five competencies obtained ratings between highly desirable and mode­
rate levels of need as can be seen in Table VIII.
Evaluation
Two competencies received higher ratings than the rest of the 
competencies listed. These competencies were: 6. Evaluate student 
progress in classroom, laboratory and supervised experience programs, 
and 5. Determine student grades, with means of 1.64 and 1.65, respec­
tively. Since this study addresses competencies needed by one of the 
types of vocational teachers, it is interesting to note that the com­
petency receiving the lowest rating was 4. Assess student psychomotor 
performance, which received a rating of 2.20. Table IX displays the 
data pertaining to evaluation.
TABLE VII
SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY RELATIONS COMPETENCIES NEEDED BY TEACHERS
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GUIDANCE COMPETENCIES NEEDED BY TEACHERS
________ Frequencies and Percentages of Responses By Level of_Need__________
Highly Not No
Competency Essential Desirable Moderate Low Needed Response Mean S.D.
1. Gather and record 26
student data 21.5%
2. Select and assign
students for the 39
program 23.9
3. Assemble and display
occupational infor- 23
mation 19.0%




5. Assist students in ap­
plying for employment 39
or further education 32.2%
6. Visit student's homes
regarding educational 51
development of students 42.1%




















35 3 2 2 2.15 .87
28.9% 2.5% 1.7% 1.7%



























EVALUATION COMPETENCIES NEEDED BY TEACHERS
Frequencies and Percentages of Responses By Level of Need 
Highly Not No
Competency Essential
1. Direct student self- 32
evaluation 26.4%
2. Assess student cogni- 28
tive performance 23.1%
3. Assess Student af- 28
fective performance 23.1%
4. Assess student psy- 26
chomotor performance 21.4%
5. Determine student 56
grades 46.3%
6. Evaluate student pro­

















Needed Response Mean S.D.
2 3 2.17 .95
1.7% 2.5%
2 2 2.17 .88L
1.7% 1.7%
2 2 2.14 .89
1.6% 1.7%
3 2 2.20 .90
2.5% 1.7%
0 3 1.65 .73
2.5%




Under this category, as indicated in Table X, four competencies 
were rated between essential and highly desirable levels of need: 4.
Arrange for suitable training stations, 1, Determine criteria for a 
Cooperative Agricultural Education (CAE) program, 5. Develop training 
agreements and plans for cooperative students, and 2. Apply policies 
for handling student attendance,.transfer and termination. The cor­
responding means were 1.88, 1.89, 1.97, and 1.98.
Objective Two: Level of Attainment in Nine Competency Areas
Objective two was concerned with determining the attainment levels 
for the same 81 professional competencies for which the level of need 
was determined. A five point Likert scale was used to obtain teacher 
responses on attainment levels for the 81 competencies. This scale 
used numerical values to denote relative attainment levels as follows:
1 - very high, 2 - high, 3 - adequate, 4 - limited, and 5 - not needed. 
The nine previously mentioned competency areas were used to group these 
responses for ease of presentation. The findings are presented below.
Program Planning and Development
The data pertaining to program planning and development competen­
cies are presented in Table XI. The highest level of attainment re­
ported for this competency area was for competency number 10. Develop 
safety rules/regulations, which received a 2.0 mean rating. Three com­
petencies listed in this category received only adequate attainment 
ratings: 2. Plan and conduct community surveys (3.00), 9. Develop pro­
cedures for working with disadvantaged and minority groups (3.01), and
8. Maintain follow-up of former students (3.02).
TABLE X
COORDINATION COMPETENCIES NEEDED BY TEACHERS
________ Frequencies and Percentages of Responses By Level of Need__________
Highly Not No
Competency Essential Desirable Moderate Low Needed Response Mean S.D.
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PROGRAM PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT COMPETENCY LEVELS ATTAINED AS PERCEIVED BY TEACHERS
Frequencies and Percentages of Responses By Attainment Level
Competency
Very





1. Organize and use ad­ 11 23 51 30 5 1 2.95 .99
visory groups 9.1% 19.0% 42.2% 24.8% 4.1% .8%
2. Plan and conduct com­ 11 22 50 38 8 2 3.00 1.03
munity surveys 9.1% 18.2% 41.3% 23.1% 6.6% • 1.7%
3. Develop long range 16 45 48 9 2 1 2.46 .87
plan for your program 13.2% 37.2% 39.7% 7.4% 1.7% .8%
4. Develop annual 34 36 34 12 4 1 2.30 1.08
program of work 28.1% 29.8% 28.1% 9.9% 3.3% .8%
5. Plan summer program 39 42 35 4 0 1 2.03 .86
32.2% 34.7% 28.9% 3.3% .8%
6. Develop course 33 36 45 3 1 3 2.17 .90
of study 27.3% 29.7% 37.2% 2.5% .8% 2.5%
7. Budget time 16 33 59 5 1 7 2.49 .82
13.2% 27.3% 48.8% 4.1% .8% 5.8%
8. Maintain follow-up 6 21 58 24 6 6 3.02 .90
of former students 4.9% 17.4% 47.9% 19.8% 5.0% 5.0%
9. Develop procedures for
working with disadvan­
taged and minority 12 22 44 30 9 4 3.01 1.08
groups 9.9 % 18.2% 36.4 % 24.8% 7.4% 3.3%
(CONTINUED)---
TABLE XI (continued)
______ Frequencies and Percentages of Responses By Attainment Level_____
Very Not No
Competency High High Adequate Limited Developed Response Mean S.D.
10. Develop safety rules/ 37 50 26 6 0 2 2.00 .85
regulations 30.5% 41.3% 21.5% 5.0% 1.7%
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Just as competencies 8 and 9 were rated as being those with the 
lowest attainment levels, they were also rated lowest on level of need. 
This is interesting since both are required by current state program 
standards.
Lesson Planning
Mean ratings between high and adequate levels (more than 2.0) were 
obtained for all eight competencies listed in this category. The com­
petency receiving the highest rating was 7. Plan units of instruction, 
with a rating of 2.07 (See Table XII).
Teaching Classes
Only one of the 19 competencies listed under teaching classes re­
ceived an attainment rating between high and very high. It was 7. 
Maintain discipline, which received a rating of 1.88. Most competencies 
obtained mean ratings of more than 2.0 (between high and adequate levels 
of attainment). Competency number 14. Conduct team teaching, had a 
mean rating of 3.05 or an adequate level of attainment (Table XIII).
Department Management (Records and Reports)
The highest rating was received by the competency, 9. Employ good 
housekeeping procedures (2.22). One competency, 6. Maintain occupa­
tional opportunity files got the lowest rating among those listed in 
this competency area in Table XIV, with a rating of 2.92. The mean 
ratings for all nine competencies were more than 2.0 (between high to 
adequate levels of attainment).
TABLE XII
LESSON PLANNING COMPETENCY LEVELS ATTAINED AS PERCEIVED BY TEACHERS
Frequencies and Percentages of Responses By Attainment Level
Competency
Very
















0 0 2.28 .75
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TEACHING CLASSES (ALL DAY AND ADULT) COMPETENCY LEVELS ATTAINED AS PERCEIVED BY TEACHERS
Frequencies and Percentages of Responses By Attainment Level
Competency
Very





1. Introduce 33 51 29 3 2 3 2.06 oo00•
lessons 27.3% 42.1% 23.9% 2.5% 1.7% 2.5%
2. Lead and prompt 23 56 36 3 0 3 2.16 .76
discussion 19.0% 46.3% 29.7% 2.5% 2.5%
3. Conduct supervised 23 39 48 6 2 3 2.36 .91
study 19.0% 32.2% 39.7% 4.9% 1.7% 2.5%
4. Summarize 25 47 43 3 0 3 2.20 .80
lessons 20.7% 38.8% 35.5% 2.5 % 2.5%
5. Use oral questioning 24 57 37 3 0 0 2.15 .76
techniques 19.8% 47.1% 30.6% 2.5%
6. Cope with individual
differences-slow and 11 45 56 9 0 0i 2.52 .76
accelerated learners 9.1% 37.2% 46.3% 7.4%
7. Maintain 44 48 28 1 0 0 1.88 .78
discipline 36.4% 39.7% 23.1% .8%
8. Direct student labora­ 28 56 30 4 3 0 2.15 .90
tory experiences 23.1% 46.3% 24.8% 3.3% 2.5%
9. Demonstrate manipu­ 25 45 47 / 3 0 1 2.23 .81
lative skills 20.7% 37.2% 38.8% 2.5% .8%
(CONTINUED)
TABLE XIII (continued)
Frequencies and Percentages of Responses By Attainment Level
Competency
Very





10. Use appropriate in­ 23 46 47 3 0 2 2.25 .79
structional media 19.0% 38.0% 38.8% 2.5% 1.7%
11. Use supervised ex­
perience problems 14 37 59 6 3 2 2.55 VO00•
and records 11.6% 30.6% 48.7% 4.9% 2.5% 1.7%
12. Guide students in 23 45 46 3 1 3 2.27 .83
problem solving 19.0% 37.2% 38.0% 2.5% .8% 2.5%
13. Conduct individua­ 23 37 46 10 3 2 2.43 .97
lized instruction 19.0% 30.6% 38.0% 8.3% 2.5% 1.6%
14. Conduct team 11 26 47 18 18 1 3.05 1.16
teaching 9.1% 21.5% 38.8% 14.9% 14.9%
S'S00•
15. Organize time 16 46 50 6 0 3 2.38
00•
schedule 13.2% 38.0% 41.3% 5.0% 2.5%
16. Conduct supervised ex­ 35 35 39 9 2 1 2.23 1.01
perience visitation 28.9% 28.9% 32.2% 7.5% 1.7% S'S00•
17. Make smooth transi­
tions from one topic 20 42 53 5 0 1 2.36 .81
to another 16.5% 34.7% 43.8% 4.1% .8%
(CONTINUED)
TABLE XIII (continued)
Frequencies and Percentages of Responses By Attainment Level
Competency
Very





18. Find and evaluate 16 42 53 9 0 1 2.46 .82
technical information 13.2% 34.7% 43.8% 7.5% .8%
19. Reproduce instruc­ 28 39 44 9 0 1 2.28 .91
tional material 23.1% 32.2% 36.4% 7.5% .8%
TABLE XIV
DEPARTMENT MANAGEMENT (RECORDS AND REPORTS) COMPETENCY LEVELS ATTAINED AS PERCEIVED BY TEACHERS
Frequencies and Percentages of Responses By Attainment Level
Competency
Very





1. Determine short and 































3. Maintain running in­
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Frequencies and Percentages of Responses By Attainment Level
Competency
Very





8. Organize and maintain 24 41 41 8 7 0 2.45 1.06
vocational laboratory 19.8% 33.9% 33.9% 6.6% 5.8%
9. Employ good house­ 29 41 42 7 0 2 2.22 .88
keeping procedures 24.0% 33.8% 34.7 % 5.8% 1.7%
Student Organization Activities
Four competencies tabulated in Table XV under student organization 
activities were rated with values that lie between very high to high 
attainment levels. These competencies were as follows: 2. Establish
and maintain an active FFA chapter, 4. Plan and conduct regular chapter 
meetings, 1. Develop understanding of purposes and functions of FFA and 
its role in the vocational agriculture program, and 8. Coordinate FFA 
with instructional activities. The ratings for these competencies were: 
1.73, 1.77, 1.79, and 1.96, respectively. More than 2.0 ratings between 
high and adequate attainment levels were received for the other com­
petencies shown in Table XV.
School and Community Relations
The data pertaining to school and community relations competency 
levels attained as perceived by teachers are presented in Table XVI.
Six competencies listed in this area were rated between high and ade­
quate levels. The competency rated highest in attainment was 6. Sponsor 
FFA banquet, fish fry, barbecue and similar events for parents, with a 
mean rating of 2.04.
Guidance
All seven competencies under guidance were also rated between high 
and adequate levels of attainment (Table XVII). The guidance competency 
rated as least needed was also indicated to be at the lowest level of 
attainment. This competency, was 7. Collect and disseminate student 
follow-up data, with an attainment rating of 2.72. This is especially 
interesting since this is a required activity for all vocational pro­
grams .
TABLE XV
STUDENT ORGANIZATION ACTIVITIES COMPETENCY LEVELS ATTAINED AS PERCEIVED BY TEACHERS
______ Frequencies and Percentages of Responses By Attainment Level_____
Very Not No
Competency High High Adequate Limited Developed Response Mean S.D.
1. Develop understanding 
of purposes and func­
tions of FFA and its
role in the vocational 53 41 26 1 0 0 1.79 .81
agriculture program 43.8% 33.9% 21.5% .8%
2. Establish and maintain 59 39 21 1 1 0 1.73 .84
an active FFA Chapter 48.8% 32.2% 17.4% • 00 S'S .8%
3. Coordinate development
of annual program of 44 36 36 4 1 0 2.02 • VO
activities 36.4% 29.8% 29.7% 3.3% 00•
4. Plan and conduct regu­ 57 34 28 1 0 1 1.77 .83
lar chapter meetings 47.1% 28.1% 23.1% • 00 S'S .8%
5. Devise means for fi­
nancing local chapter 39 43 35 2 0 2 2.00
CO00•
activities 32.2% 35.5% 38.9% 1.7% 1.7%
6. Train leadership 40 36 34 6 3 2 2.13 1.02
contestants 33.0% 29.8% 28.1% 4.9% 2.5% 1.7%
7. Train judging 37 45 30 4 1 4 2.03 .88
teams 30.6% 37.2% 24.8% 3.3% • 00 S'S 3.3%
(CONTINUED)
TABLE XV (continued)
______ Frequencies and Percentages of Responses By Attainment Level_____
Very Not No
Competency High High Adequate Limited Developed Response Mean S.D.
8. Coordinate FFA with
instructional acti- 38 45 30 2 0 6 1.96 .82
vities 31.4% 37.2% 24.8% 1.7% 4.9%
9. Lead members to affili­
ate with & participate in
state & national organi- 33 39 36 5 4 4 2.21 1.02
zations & programs 27.3% 32.2% 29.8% 4.1% 3.3% 3.3%
TABLE XVI
SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY RELATIONS COMPETENCY LEVELS ATTAINED AS PERCEIVED BY TEACHERS
______ Frequencies and Percentages of Responses By Attainment Level_____
Very Not No
Competency High High Adequate Limited Developed Response Mean S.D.













2. Develop acceptable work 
relations with students, 
staff and others con- 21 
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news articles, TV and 


























5. Present vocational 
agriculture program
to school and 21 36 50 6 3 5 2.3 .93
community 17.3% 29.8% 41.3% 4.9% 2.5% 4.1%
6. Sponsor FFA banquet, 
fish fry, barbecue and
similar events for 45 35 30 4 4 3 2.04 1.04
parents 37.2% 29.0% 24.7% 3.3% 3.3% . 2.5%
TABLE XVII
GUIDANCE COMPETENCY LEVELS ATTAINED AS PERCEIVED BY TEACHERS
Frequencies and Percentages of Responses By Attainment Level
Competency
Very
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Among the six competencies under evaluation, two competencies were 
rated between very high to high levels: 5. Determine student grades,
and 6. Evaluate students1 progress in classroom, laboratory and super­
vised experience programs (Table XVIII). Both competencies obtained 
mean ratings of 1.97. Mean ratings obtained for the other four com­
petencies were between high and adequate levels of attainment. As 
with the mean ratings for level of need, one competency again received 
a surprisingly low rating. That competency was 4. Assess student 
psychomotor performance (2.61).
Coordination
All seven competencies under coordination were rated by teachers 
between high and adequate levels of attainment as shown in Table XIX. 
The two competencies receiving the highest rating were 1. Determine 
criteria for a Cooperative Agricultural Education (CAE) program (2.22), 
and 4. Arrange for suitable training stations (2.37).
Analysis of Consensus Among Responses
As an aid to data analysis, the level of consensus among the re­
sponses was analyzed. The consensus of responses may be indicated by 
a small standard deviation coefficient. In Table XX, the two sets of 
descriptive statistics (mean and standard deviation) for the data re­
lated to need for a competency and competency attainment levels are 
compared. The data indicate that of the competencies evaluated for 
level of need, the five competencies with the lowest standard deviation 
and the highest level of consensus were all related to student
TABLE XVIII
EVALUATION COMPETENCY LEVELS ATTAINED AS PERCEIVED BY TEACHERS
Frequencies and Percentages of Responses By Attainment Level
Competency
Very
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COORDINATION COMPETENCY LEVELS ATTAINED AS PERCEIVED BY TEACHERS
Frequencies and Percentages of Responses By Attainment Level
Competency
Very
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organization activities, namely: E2. Establish and maintain an active
FFA chapter (a=*.64), El. Develop understanding of purposes and functions 
of FFA and its role in the vocational agriculture program (o=*.67), E3. 
Coordinate development of annual program of activities (o=.67), E4.
Plan and conduct regular chapter meetings (o=.67), and E8. Coordinate 
FFA with instructional activities Those competencies with the
greatest standard deviation denoting a lack of consensus in the re­
sponses were Al. Organize and use advisory groups (a=1.09), B8. Write 
lesson plans (o=*1.09), and C14. Conduct team teaching (o=*1.17).
When the competencies were rated by teachers on relative attain-
t
ment levels, the six competencies with the lowest standard deviations 
of .75 and .76 were found to be related to lesson planning and teaching 
classes. The competency with the largest standard deviation was C14. 
Conduct team teaching (o=1.16). As a whole,-the computed standard de­
viation values for the competencies in the nine competency areas denoted 
small variability of teacher responses; therefore, it can be said that 
consensus existed among the teachers on both level of need and com­
petency attainment.
Objective Three, Hypothesis One - Differences Among Teacher Responses 
on the Levels of Need and Competency Attainment
Table XX presents data which was used to determine if relation­
ships existed between the teachers' need for a competency and their 
levels of attainment for the competencies being studied. The Spearman 
Rho Rank-Order Correlation Coefficient was used to analyze the data 
in this section.
69
In order to facilitate the analysis and presentation of the cor­
relation coefficients for each competency, a uniform scale of practical 
significance was developed. For example, if the correlation coefficient 
between the responses to need for a competency and competency attain­
ment was .30, this was interpreted to mean that a relationship was 
present, but that it was a slight or low relationship. For the eighty- 






+ .56 to+.1.00 High to very high relationship 13
As can be seen in Table XX, the correlation analysis shows low, 
existing correlation (rho ranging from +.21 to +.45) for 29 competencies 
related to program planning, lesson planning, teaching classes, depart­
ment management, student organizations, school and community relations, 
guidance, and coordination categories. Meanwhile, marked relationship 
(rho from +.46 to +.55) was denoted for 39 specific competencies tabu­
lated in the table, indicating a substantial relationship between the 
two variables analyzed. A high relationship existed between the two 
variables for thirteen competencies as indicated by +.56 to 1.00 cor­
relation coefficients, denoting that large degrees of need tend to 
accompany large degrees of relative competency attainment. Stating
guidelines constructed by the investigator:
Correlation ‘Interpretation of Practical
range Significance by investigator
.00 t o +.20 Indifferent or negligible
relationship
+.21 t o + .45 Relationship was present,
but slight or low
+ .45 to+ .55 Substantial or marked rela­
tionship
TABLE XX
MEAN RATING, STANDARD DEVIATION, RANKING AND CORRELATION BETWEEN LEVELS OF 
NEED AND COMPETENCY ATTAINMENT FOR EIGHTY-ONE COMPETENCIES








Program Planning and Development 
Organize and use advisory groups 2.63 1.09 78 2.95 .99 77 .43*
2. Plan and conduct community surveys 
to determine community needs 2.60 1.03 77 3.00 1.03 78 .55**
3. Develop long range plan for your 
program 1.99 .88 53 2.46 .87 56 .56***
4. Develop annual program of work 1.71 1.00 21.5 2.30 1.08 38 .48**
5. Plan summer program 1.62 .90 14 3.03 .86 10.5 .36*
6. Develop course of study 1.60 .82 11 2.17 .90 20.5 .48**
7. Budget time 2.10 .99 60.5 2.49 .82 59.5 .25*
8. Maintain follow-up of former students 2.70 .99 79 3.02 .90 80 .66***
9. Develop procedures for working with 
disadvantaged a ad. minority groups 2.74 1.03 80 3.01 1.08 79 .50**
10. Develop safety rules/regulations 1.47 .84 7 2.00 .85 8 .34*
B.
1.
Lesson Planning for Teaching
Determine educational needs/goals 
of students 1.79 .79 28 2.28 .75 34.5 .37*
2. Evaluate reference material to meet 
course objectives 1.95 .84 49 2.38 .76 45 .43*
3. Organize sequence of learning tasks 2.05 .88 57 2.44 .79 52 .34*
4. Provide for variety of methods/ 










5. Identify competencies needed for 
students to enter occupations 2.06 .82 58 2.41 .75 49 .38*
6. Determine and select tools and equip­
ment necessary for learning experi­
ences of students 1.70 .77 20 2.17 .79 20.5 .42*
7. Plan units of instruction 1.64 .89 15.5 2.07 .82 14 .47**
8. Write lesson plans 2.01 1.09 55 2.18 .94 22 .60***
C. Teaching Classes (All Day and Adult)
1. Introduce lessons 1.71 .90 21.5 2.06 .88 13 .39*
2. Lead and prompt discussion 1.69 .77 19 2.16 .76 19 .38*
3. Conduct supervised study 1.88 .87 42 2.36 .91 41 .43*
4. Summarize lessons 1.87 .83 39 2.19 .80 23 .52**
5. Use oral questioning techniques 1.80 .69 29.5 2.15 .76 17.5 .53**
6. Cope with individual differences -
slow and accelerated learners 2.07 .78 59 2.52 .76 62 .40*
7. Maintain discipline 1.38 .79 4 1.88 .78 4 .35*
8. Direct student laboratory experiences 1.72 .81 23 2.15 .90 17.5 .39
9. Demonstrate manipulative skills 1.82 .80 32 2.23 .81 29 .50**
10. Use appropriate instructional media 1.83 .81 33 2.25 .79 31 .56***
11. Use supervised experience problems
.46**and records 2.12 .84 62 2.55 .86 64
12. Guide students in problem solving 1.84 .77 34 2.27 .83 32 .42*
13. Conduct individualized instruction 1.94 .79 48 2.43 .97 51 .52**
14. Conduct team teaching 2.75 1.17 81 3.05 1.16 81 .69***
15. Organize time schedule 1.91 .80 46 2.38 .78 45 .52**
(CONTINUED)
TABLE XX (continued)
Mean, Standard Deviation, and Ranking for
_________Need________________  Attainment_
Competency Mean S.D. Ranking Mean S.D. Ranking Rho
16. Conduct supervised experience
visitation 1.74
17. Make smooth transitions from one
topic to another 1.97
18. Find and evaluate technical information 2.10
19. Reproduce instructional material 2.00
D. Department Management (Records and
Reports)
1. Determine short and long range supply,
equipment and facility needs 1.68
2. Use practical filing system 1.80
3. Maintain running inventory on
supplies and equipment 1.86
4. Develop and implement policy for use
of facilities, equipment and supplies 1.75
5. Maintain cumulative student progress
data 2.22
6. Maintain occupational opportunity
files 2.44
7. Prepare vocational budgets/reports 1.93
8. Organize and maintain vocational
laboratory 1.89
9. Employ good housekeeping procedures 1.81
<r00• 25 2.23 1.01 29 .46**
.77 50.5 2.36 .81 40 .53**
.82 60.5 '2.46 .82 56 .41*
.88 54 2.28 .91 34.5 .56***
.76 18 2.28 .89 34.5 .25*
.86 29.5 2.42 .94 50 .40*
.95 36.5 2.45 .94 53.5 .50**
• VO 26 2.28 .80 35 .39*
.96 71 2.70 .97 74 .52**
.97 75 2.92 1.07 76 .51**
.88 47 2.38 .90 45 .52**
1.00 44.5 2.45 1.06 53.5 .39*
.86 31 2.22 .88 26.5 .46*
 (CONTINUED)
TABLE XX (continued)
Mean, Standard Deviation, and Ranking for 
Need Attainment
Competency Mean S.D. Ranking Mean S.D. RAnking Rho
1.37 .67 3 1.79 .81 3 .56***
1.31 .64 1 1.73 .84 1 .51**
1.46 .67 6 2.02 .94 9 .54**
1.36 .67 2 1.77 .83 2 .50**
1.44 .71 5 2.38 .90 45 .52**
1.58 .84 10 2.13 1.02 15 .51**
1.56 .73 9 2.03 .88 10.5 .53**
1.50 .67 8 1.96 .82 5 .44*
1.77 .87 27 2.21 1.02 25 .58***
1.86 .85 36.5 2.38 .92 45 .52**
E. Student Organization Activities
1. Develop understanding of purposes 
and functions of FFA and its role in 
the vocational agriculture program
2. Establish and maintain an active 
FFA chapter
3. Coordinate development of annual 
program of activities
4. Plan and conduct regular chapter 
meetings
5. Devise means for financing local 
chapter activities
6. Train leadership contestants (parlia­
mentary procedure and public speaking)
7. Train judging teams
8. Coordinate FFA with instructional 
activities
9. Lead members to affiliate with and 
participate in state and national 
organizations and programs
F. School and Community Relations




Mean, Standard Deviation, and Ranking for 
Need Attainment
Competency Mean S.D. Ranking Mean S.D. Ranking Rho
2.20 .77 24 .29*
2.32 .95 39 .52**
2.68 1.09 72.5 .61***
2.AO .43 48 .43*
2.04 1.04 12 .63***
2.63 .86 70 .54**
2.66 1,03 71 .42*
2.59 .92 66.5 .49**
2.50 .89 61 .53**
2.29 .92 37 .44*
2.23 .92 29 .57***
2.72 .93 75 .53**
2. Develop acceptable work relations 
with students, staff and others
connected with school 1.61 .69 12,
3. Promote programs through news
articles, TV and radio programs
or brochures 1.87 .77 39
4. Conduct open house 2.31 .99 73
5. Present vocational agriculture edu­
cation program to school & community 1.88 .74 42
6. Sponsor FFA banquet, fish fry, barbe­
cue and similar events for parents 1.61 .78 12
G. Guidance
1. Gather and record student data 2.21 .85 70
2. Select and assign students for the
program 2.15 .87 65
3. Assemble and display occupational
information 2.27 .84 72
4. Provide students with resource
materials on occupational opportunity 2.02 .81 56
5. Assist students in applying for
employment or further education 1.87 .76 39
6. Visit students' homes regarding .
educational development of students 1.73 .73 24
7. Collect and disseminate student
follow-up data 2.35 .85 74
TABLE XX (continued)









Direct student self-evaluation 2.17 .95 66.5 2.62 .92 69 .55**
2. Assess student cognitive performance 2.17 .88 66.5 2.57 .82 65 .57**
3. Assess student affective performance 2.14 .89 64 2.59 .80 66.5 .48**
4. Assess student psychomotor performance 2.20 .90 69 2.61 .85 68 .53**
5. Determine student grades 
Evaluate students1 progress in class­
room, laboratory and supervised 
experience programs
1.65 .73 17 1.97 .81 6.5 .55**
6.




Determine criteria for a Cooperative 
Agricultural Education (CAE) program 1.89 .94 44.5 2.22 1.05- 26.5 .64***
2. Apply policies for handling student 
attendance, transfer and termination 1.98 .98 52 2.46 .96 56 .40*
3. Select and enroll prospective coopera­
tive students 2.13 .93 63 2.54 .97 63 .51**
4. Arrange for suitable training stations 1.88 .78 42 2.37 .85 42 .44*
5. Develop training agreements and plans 
for cooperative students 1.97 .90 50.5 2.49 .92 59.5 .49**
6. Plan and present related instruction 2.53 .97 76 2.47 .92 58 .58***
7. Plan and conduct employer appreciation 
events 2.18 1.01 68 2.68 1.09 72.5 .52**
* rho from +.21 to +.45 denotes a relationship is present but slight or low
** rho from +*46 to +.55 denotes substantial or marked relationship
*** rho from +.56 to +.1.00 denotes high to very high relationship
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this finding more simply, need for a competency is very much associated 
with teachers' skill within the competency areas.
- It must be borne in mind that the correlations derived between 
the two variables were obtained by using responses to two five point 
Likert scales, one scale for level of need and the other for competency 
attainment level. A different set of terms was used to describe the 
positions on each. The analyses of coefficients must be judged with 
reference to this procedure.
Based on the above findings, the null hypothesis that there is no 
significant relationship between teachers' need for the 81 competencies 
and their relative attainment levels in these competencies, was rejected 
for all 81 competencies, and the alternative hypothesis was accepted, 
that there was a significant relationship existing between the two 
variables, as indicated by low to high correlations.
Although the null hypothesis was rejected and the alternative 
hypothesis was accepted for all 81 competencies, the acceptance of the 
alternative hypothesis for 29 of these competencies was made on the 
basis of correlations denoting low degree of association between the 
two variables investigated (rho at +.21 to +.45).
In order to further analyze the data pertaining to this objective, 
tabulated ranks are also shown in this table. The ranks range from the 
most needed (Rank 1) to the least needed (Rank 81), and from the highest 
attainment level (Rank 1) to the lowest (Rank 81), respectively. The 
ranks were derived from ordering the means from highest to lowest.
Based on visual analysis, some interesting features in tabulated 
ranks are presented in Table XX. The data show that four competencies
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had the highest and identical rankings for both need and competency 
attainment level. The competencies were numbers E2. Establish and 
maintain an active FFA chapter, E4. Plan and conduct regular chapter 
meetings, El. Develop understanding of purposes and functions of FFA 
and its role in the vocational agriculture program, and C7. Maintain 
discipline. The competency related to the conduct of team teaching 
ranked 81st in both levels of need and attainment, the lowest ranking 
possible. Competency Al. Organize and use advisory groups was ranked 
78th in need and 77th in attainment level denoting low need and attain­
ment levels even though the use of advisory groups is required by the 
Louisiana State Department of Education. Numerous competencies received 
ratings for level of need that differed considerably from the teachers' 
perception of their attainment level. These competencies were numbers 
A4, A6, Bl, B4, B8, Cl, C4, C5, C17, C19, Dl, D2, D3, D4, D8, E5, FI,
F2, F5, G2, H5, H6, II, 15, and 16. For each of these competencies,
the rankings differed by six or more ranks. The ranking of a competency
higher in level of need than in attainment level may indicate that the
teachers may have received insufficient training for this competency as 
perceived by teachers. Conversely, the ranking of a competency higher 
in level of attainment than in level of need may indicate that exces­
sive training may have been provided for this competency as perceived 
by teachers.
Objective Four, Hypothesis Two - Where Teachers Attain Professional 
Competencies
Objective four was concerned with determining the sources of 
training for the competencies. Hypothesis two stated that there was 
no main source of competency attainment for teachers.
The respondents were requested to record the one main source for 
each competency. It should be noted that the opinionnaire used for 
the study provided a semi-forced response pattern which permitted 
teachers to indicate where they attained the professional competencies. 
The teachers could select a training source from five possible responses 
1) competency attained through the pre-service curriculum, 2) through 
in-service training, 3) on-the-job, 4) self-study, and 5) other sources.
The percentages indicated that work experience had the greater 
proportion of responses than the other training sources mentioned in 
this table including the pre-service curriculum. As can be seen in 
Table XXI, work experience or training on-the-job was the most fre­
quently mentioned source for 73 out of 81 competencies, Table XXI.
The findings in most cases seemed to reject hypothesis two. For 
seventy three out of 81 competencies, the null hypothesis that there 
is no main source of competency attainment was rejected and the alter­
native hypothesis that work experience was the main source of compe­
tency attainment was accepted. The responses were distributed among 
work experience, pre-service curriculum, in-service training, self- 
study, and other sources, in that order. For seven competencies, the 
null hypothesis was rejected and the alternative hypothesis was accepted 
that the main source is the pre-service curriculum. For competency 
number E 2 , the most frequently mentioned sources were both the pre­
service curriculum and work experience with an identical number of re­
sponses (51).
TABLE XXI
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF TEACHER RESPONSES ON WHERE PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCY WAS ATTAINED









A. Program Planning and Development
1. Organize and use advisory 35 18 44 10 8 6
groups 28.9% 14.9% 36.4% 8.3% 6.6% 4.9%
2. Plan and conduct community
surveys to determine community 36 19 41 18 2 5
needs 29.8% 15.7% 33.9% 14.8% 1.7% 4.1%
3. Develop long range plan for 41 17 44 16 1 2
your program 34.4% 14.0% 36.4% 13.2% .8% 1.7%
4. Develop annual program 53 24 29 11 0 4
of work 43.8% 19.8% 24.0% 9.1% 0% 3.3%
5. Plan summer program 42 24 45 7 1 2
34.7% 19.8% 37.2% 5.8% • 00 1.7%
6. Develop course of study 60 17 34 6 2 2
49.6% 14.0% 28.1% 4.9% 1.7% 1.7%
7. Budget time 17 8 67 21 3 5
14.0% 6.6% 55.4% 17.4% 2.5% 4.1%
8. Maintain follow-up of former 17 16 60 11 6 11
students 14.0% 13.2% 49.6% 9.1% 5.0% 9.1%
9. Develop procedures for working 16 1 55 8 15 8
with disadvantaged & minority groups 13.2% 15.7% 48.6% 6.6% 12.4% 6.6%
10. Develop safety rules/ 31 18 55 13 3 1
regulations 25.6% 14.9% 45.5 % 10.7% 2.5% .8%
(CONTINUED)
TABLE XXI (continued) l
Frequencies and Percentages of Responses
Preservice Inservice On the No
Curriculum Training Job Self-study Other Response
B. Lesson Planning for Teaching /
1. Determine educational needs/ 46 21 47 3 1 3
goals of students 38.0% 17.4% 38.8% 2.5% .8% 2.5%
2. Evaluate reference material to 33 18 55 9 2 4
meet course objectives 27.3% 14.9% 45.4% 7.4% 1.7% 3.3%
3. Organize sequence of learning 38 11 54 10 3 5
tasks 31.4% 9.1% 44.6% 8.3% 2.5% 4.1%
4. Provide for variety of methods/ 43 23 43 7 2 4
techniques 35.5% 19.0% 34.7% 5.8% 1.7% 3.3%
5. Identify competencies needed for 30 25 55 6 0 5
students to enter occupations 24.8 % 20.7% 45.5% 4.9% 0% 4.1%
6. Determine and select tools and 29 16 66 4 3 3
equipment necessary for learning 24.0% 13.2% 54.5% 3.3% 2.5% 2.5%
7. Plan units of instruction 58 • 13 40 4 2 4
47.9% 10.7% 33.1% 3.3% 1.7% 3.3%
8. Write lesson plans 58 14 41 4 0 4
47.9% 11.6% 33.9% 3.3% 3.3%
C. Teaching Classes (All Day and Adult)
1. Introduce lessons 59 • 14 39 5 0 4
48.8% 11.6% 32.2% 4.1% 0% 3.3%
2. Lead and prompt discussion 42 23 47 4 1 4




Frequencies and Percentages of Responses
Preservice Inservice On the No
Curriculum Training Job Self-study Other Response
3. Conduct supervised study 41 19 48 8 0 5
33.9% 15.7% 39.7% 6.6% 0% 4.1%
4. Summarize lessons 45 15 47 6 3 5
37.2% 12.4% 38.8% 5.0% 2.5% 4.1%
5. Use oral questioning 35 14 62 7 1 2
techniques 28.9% 11.6% 51.2% 5.8% .8% 1.7%
6. Cope with individual differences - 21 20 66 9 3 2
slow and accelerated learners 17.4% 16.5% 54.5% 7.4% 2.5% 1.7%
7. Maintain discipline 24 3 80 10 2 2
19.8% 2.5% 66.1% 8.3% 1.6% 1.7%
8. Direct student laboratory 23 15 63 14 2 4
experiences 19.0% 12.4% 52.0% 11.6% 1.7% 3.3%
9. Demonstrate manipulative 27 13 66 12 0 3
skills 22.3% 10.8% 54.5% 9.9% 0% 2.5%
10. Use appropriate instructional 37 12 60 8 0 4
media 30.6% 9.9% 49.6% 6.6% 0% 3.3%
11. Use supervised experience 30 17 60 5 3 6
problems and records 24.8% 14.1% 49.6% 4.1% 2.5% 4.9%
12. Guide students in problem 33 12 68 3 1 4
solving 27.3% 9.9% 56.2% 2.5% .8% 3.3%
13. Conduct individualized 30 20 57 8 1 5
instruction 24.8% 16.5% 47.1% 6.6% .8% 4.1%
14. Conduct team teaching 19 18 52 7 8 17
15.7% 14.9% 43.0% 5.8% 6.6% 14.0%
15. Organize time schedule 29 10 67 8 3 4























__________ . Frequencies and Percentages of Responses
Preservice Inservice On the .
Curriculum Training Job Self-study Other
Conduct supervised experience 36 14 64 2 0
visitation 29.7 % 11.6% 52.9% 1.7% 0%
Make smooth transitions 27 17 64 9 1
from one topic to another 22.3% 14.1% 52.9% 7.4% • 00 5-3
Find and evaluate technical 31 18 57 10 2
information 25.6% 14.9% 47.1% 8.3% 1.6%
Reproduce instructional 24 19 63 11 1
materials 19.8% 16.7% 52.1% 9.1% .8%
Department Management (Records and 
Reports)
Determine short and long range 18 14 70 12 4
supply, equipment & facility needs 14.9% 11.6% 57.8% 9.9% 3.3%
Use practical filing 20 12 74 6 6
system 16.5% 9.9% 61.2% 5.0% 4.9%
Maintain running inventory on 14 10 75 10 7
supplies and equipment 11.6% 8.3% 62.0% 8.3% 5.7%
Develop and implement policy for use 19 14 74 8 3
of facilities, equipment & supply 15.7% 11.6% 62.7% 6.6% 2.5%
Maintain cumulative student 15 13 74 6 5
progress data 12.4% 10.7% 46.3% 7.4% 4.1%
Maintain occupational 20 13 56 9 10
opportunity files 16.5% 10.7% 46.3% 7.4% 8.3%
-------------(CONTINUED)
TABLE XXI (continued)
__________* Frequencies and Percentages of Responses___________
Preservice Inservice On the No
Curriculum Training Job Self-study Other Response
7. Prepare vocational 21 14 68 7 2 9
budgets/reports 17.4% 11.6% 56.2% 5.7% 1.7% 7.4%
8. Organize and maintain 21 17 65 5 7 6
vocational laboratory 18.3% 14.1% 53.7% 4.1% 5.8% 4.9%
9. Employ good housekeeping 21 12 74 7 4 3
procedures 17.4% 9.9% 61.1% 5.8% 3.3% 2.5%
E. Student Organization Activities
1. Develop understanding of purposes
and functions of FFA and its role in 52 12 48 7 0 2
the vocational agriculture program 43.0% 9.9% 39.6% 5.8% 0% 1.7%
2. Establish and maintain an active 51 12 51 4 0 3
FFA Chapter 42.1% 9.9% 42.2% 3.3% 0% 2.5%
3. Coordinate development of annual 42 18 50 7 1 3
program of activities 34.7% 14.9% 41.3% 5.8% .8% 2.5%
4. Plan and conduct regular 40 10 63 5 0 3
chapter meetins 33.4% 8.3% 52.1% 4.1% 0% 2.5%
5. Devise means for financing local 26 11 77 4 1 2
chapter activities 21.5% 9.1% 63.6% 3.3% .8% 1.7%
6. Train leadership contestants
(parliamentary procedure, and 36 10 57 11 2 5
public speaking) 29.7 % 8.3% 47.1% 9.1% 1.7% 4.1%
7. Train judging teams 31 17 62 6 1 4
25.6% 14.1% 51.2% 5.0% .8% 3.3%
-(CONTINUED)-
TABLE XXI (continued)
____________Frequencies and Percentage of Responses____________
Preservice Inservice On the No
Curriculum Training Job Self-study Other Response
8. Coordinate FFA with instructional 37
activities 30.6%
9. Lead members to affiliate with and
participate in state and national 27
organizations arid programs 22.3%
F. School and Community Relations
1. Develop plans for school - 29
community relations 24.0%
2. Develop acceptable work relations
with students, staff and others 26
connected with school 21.5%
3. Promote program through news
articles, TV and radio pro- 30
grams or brochures 24.8%
4. Conduct open house 18
14.9%
5. Present vocational agriculture
education program to school and 26
community 21.5%
6. Sponsor FFA banquet, fish fry, bar- 31
beque and similar events for parents 25.6%
13 59 6 0 6
10.7% 48.7% 5.0% 0% 5.0%
17 62 5 2 8
14.1% 51.2% 4.1% 1.7% 6.6%
12 62 9 5 4
9.9% 51.2% 7.4% 4.1% 3.3%
15 67 6 1 7
12.4% 55.4% 4.9% .8% 5.0%
12 65 6 1 7
9.9% 53.7% 5.0% .8% 5.7%
14 69 7 4 9
11.6% 57.0% 5.8% 3.3% 7.4%
8 71 7 2 7
6.6% 58.7% 5.8% 1.7% 5.7 %
10 66 < 4 5 5
8.4% 54.5% 3.3% 4.1% 4.1%
 (CONTINUED)
TABLE XXI (continued)
____________Frequencies and Percentages of Responses___________
Preservice Inservice On the No
Curriculum Training Job Self-study Other Response
G. Guidance
1. Gather and record student 33 16 50 10 8 4
data 27.3% 13.2% 41.3% 8.3% 6.6% 3.3%
2. Select and assign students 24 12 60 9 8 8
for the program 19.8% 9.9% 49.6% 7.4% 6.6% 6.6%
3. Assemble and display occupational 27 13 63 5 8 5
information 22.3% 10.7% 52.1% 4.1% 6.6% 4.1%
4. Provide students with resource 30 12 62 8 1 8
materials on occupational opportunity 24.8% 9.9% 51.2% 6.6 % .8% 6.6%
5. Assist students in applying for 35 12 55 7 3 9
employment or further education 28.9% 9.9% 45.5% 5.8% 2.5% 7.4%
6. Visit students' homes regarding 33 14 60 5 2 7
educational development of students 27.3% 11.6% 49.6% 4.1% 1.7% 5.7%
7. Collect and disseminate student 27 16 54 7 5 12
follow-up data 22.3% 13.2% 44.6% 5.8% 4.1% 9.9%
H. Evaluation
1. Direct student self- 28 14 53 12 3 11
evaluation 23.1% 11.6% 43.8% 9.9% 2.5% 9.1%
2. Assess student cognitive 26 18 57 9 2 9
performance 21.5% 14.9% 47.1% 7.4% 1.7% 7.4%
3. Assess student affective 26 17 59 9 1 9
performance 21.5% 14.1% 48.8% 7.4% .8% 7.4%
4. Assess student psychomotor 27 17 54 11 1 11




____________ Frequencies and Percentages of Responses___________
Preservice Inservice On the No
Curriculum Training Job Self-study Other Response
5. Determine student 33
grades 27.3%
6. Evaluate students' progress in
classroom laboratory and super- 29
vised experience programs 24.0%
I. Coordination (Fill out only if you
have a CAE program if not, skip 
Section I) /
1. Determine criteria for a coopera­
tive agricultural education (CAE) 14
program 11.6%
2. Apply policies for handling student 18
attendance, transfer & termination 14.9%
3. Select and enroll prospective 14
cooperative students 11.6%
4. Arrange for suitable training 14
stations 11.6%
5. Develop training agreements and 9
plans for cooperative students 7.4%
6. Plan and present related 15
instruction 12.4%
7. Plan and conduct employer 8
appreciation event 6.6%
15 58 5 2 8
12.4% 47.9% 4.1% ‘ 1.7% 6.6%
14 58 4 3 13
11.6% 47.9% 3.3% 2.5% 10.7%
12 34 4 2 55
9.9% 15.5% 3.3% 1.7% 45.4%
12 37 4 4 46
9.9% 30.6% 3.3% 3.3% 38.0%
10 38 8 2 49
8.3% 31.4% 6.6% 1.6% 40.5%
14 39 3 2 49
11.6% 32.2% 2.5% 1.6% 40.5%
15 40 6 2 49
12.4% 33.1% 4.9% 1.6% 40.5%
10 41 3 2 50
8.3% 33.8% 2.5% 1.7% 41.3%
12 45 2 4 50
9.9% 37.2% 1.7% 3.3% 41.3%
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Objective Five, Hypothesis Three - Relationship Between Selected Demo­
graphic Variables and Level of Professional Competency Attainment
The data pertaining to objective five and hypothesis three dealt 
with determining relationships of selected demographic variables with 
competency attainment level using the Spearman Rho Rank-Order and 
Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficients. The Spearman Rho 
Rank-Order Correlation Coefficient was used for the analysis of rela­
tionships between competency attainment levels and highest degree, 
salary, number of professional organization memberships, the existence 
of CAE and agricultural laboratory programs. The Pearson Product 
Moment Correlation Coefficient was used for analyzing relationships 
between competency attainment levels and age, overall grade point 
average, number of students taught in 1979-1980 vocational agriculture 
classes, and number of years teaching experience. For consistency in 
data presentation, the assigned numerical response values on the scales 
on demographic variables were reversed because they ranged from low to 
high values. Responses on levels of need and attainment on the cor­
responding Likert scales ranged from high to low, 1 to 5. If this 
change would not have been made, confusion would have existed because 
a negative correlation value in the tables would have to be interpreted 
as a positive correlation and vice versa. This change allows the data 
to be read directly from the tables. The data are presented in Table 
XXII.
Research findings revealed that low relationship existed between 
total number of students in teachers' classes in 1979-1980 and their 
attainment levels in seven competencies as based on correlation
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coefficients of +.21 and above. These competencies were numbers A9,
Bl, D4, D9, FI, F2, and G7.
The teachers' self-reported attainment level in Competency D5 
(maintain cumulative student progress data) was perceived to increase 
when their annual salary level increased (as indicated by rho at +.21 
denoting low existing relationship).
When the number of professional organization memberships in­
creased, they tended to believe that their attainment level in Compe­
tency 15 (develop training agreements and plans for cooperative 
students) decreased as denoted by a low correlation coefficient at 
-.28.
Positive low correlations (rho at +.21 and above) existed between 
the availability of CAE and agricultural laboratory programs and re­
lative attainment levels. The five competencies related to the 
availability of CAE were numbers D9, H6, II, 13 and 15. Three com­
petencies associated with the existence of agricultural laboratory 
programs were numbers C7, C8, and D8 which were related to maintaining 
discipline, directing student laboratory experiences, and organizing 
and maintaining vocational laboratories.
The number of years teaching experience of teachers was posi­
tively associated with their attainment levels in four competencies 
as based on correlation coefficients at +.21 and above, denoting low 
existing relationship. These competencies were numbers C3, C8, E5, 
and F3.
Positive low correlations at +.21 and above existed between GPA, 
and teachers' age, and relative attainment levels in three competencies.
TABLE XXII
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN SOME SELECTED DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES AND LEVEL OF PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCY ATTAINED
Competency
Total
Highest Professional No. of
Degree Salary Organization Students CAE
Years 
Ag. Lab. Teaching 
Program Experience GPA Age
Development
1. Organize and use advisory
groups .16 .12
2. Plan and conduct community
surveys to determine com­
munity needs .11 .05
3. Develop long range plan for
your program .02 .11
4. Develop annual program of
work .09 .17
5. Plan summer program .10 .08
6. Develop course of study .05 .12
7. Budget time --- .04
8. Maintain follow-up of
former students .17 .07
9. Develop procedures for working
with disadvantaged and
minority groups .09 .03














.04 .05 i • © to .05 .06 -.05
-.01 -.02 -.08 .05 .07 .04
------ -.01 .05 .06 .05 .01
.08 .08 .05 .13 .07 .08
.04 .03 .09 .20 -.04 .11
.09 .19 .05 .10 .11 ------
.02 .13 .07 .11 .05 .06
.14 -.06 -.04 .08 .09 .06
.25* .09 -.07 .02 .14 .06




B. Lesson Planning for Teaching
1. Determine educational needs/ 
goals of students .01
2. Evaluate reference material
to meet course objectives -.06
3. Organize sequence of
learning tasks .06
4. Provide for variety of
methods/techniques .11
5. Identify competencies needed 
for students to enter
occupa tions -.05
6. Determine and select tools & 
equipment necessary for 
learning experience of
students -.08
7. Plan units of instruction .12
8. Write lesson plans .15
C. Teaching Classes (All Day 
and Adult)
1. Introduce lessons .05
2. Lead and prompt discussions -.03














Professional No. of Ag. Lab. Teaching
Organization Students CAE Program Experience GPA Age
.15 .21* .07 .18 .09 .02 .09
.04 .18 --- .04 .08 .07 -.01
.02 .12 .08 .02 .14 .16 .05
.01 .10 .05 -.12 --- .12 -.03
.07 .16 -.03 .14 .01 -.15 .05
.05 .04 -.09 -.14 .08 -.03 -.00
.14 .17 .03 -.04 -.03 -.09 .00
.15 .15 .09 .06 .04 -.08 .08
.19 .15 .15 -.10 .18 -.01 .07
.00 .15 .09 .01 .17 .20 -.03















4. Summarize lessons .02 -.02 .00 .08 .03 -.00 .13 -.07 .04
5. Use oral questioning techniques .01 .00 .06 .04 -.04 .16 .11 .11 -.02
6. Cope with individual dif­
ferences - slow and accele­
rated learners .01 .01 .08 .04 .19 .02 .07 -.08 .08
7. Maintain discipline -.02 .14 -.10 -.02 -.01 .21* .16 .08 .01
8. Direct student laboratory
experiences .05 .13 .03 .05 .07 .23* .24* -.11 .18
9. Demonstrate manipulative
skills -.02 
10. Use appropriate instructional
.02 .07 -.01 .01 .15 .11 .02 .02
media I • o ■p* .05 .14 .06 -.03 .05 .06 .13 .02
11. Use supervised experience
problems and records .02 .08 .12 .08 -.01 .11 .17 -.11 -.22*
12. Guide students in problem
solving -.06 -.04 00o• -.04 000 •1 .02 .11
000 •1 .12
13. Conduct individualized
instruction -.04 -.00 -.18 .12 .04 .17 .10 -.07 .08
14. Conduct team teaching .01 .00 -.07 .15 .16 .11 .05 .03 -.00
15. Organize time schedule
16. Conduct supervised experi­
.09 -.13 .16 .09 -.00 .10 .14 .09 .11
ence visitation .02 • o o .04 .05 -.04 .10 -.01 .03 -.04
17. Make smooth transition from
one topic to another 
18. Find and evaluate technical
-.035 -.07 .11 .07 -.05 .04 .02 .14 .02














L9. Reproduce instructional 
material -.05 -.16 .09 -.00 -.18 -.10 -.06 .15 -.11
D. Department Management 
(Records and Reports)
1. Determine short and long range 
supply, equipment and 
facility needs .06 .02 -.09 .14 -.03 .11 .11 .00 .07
2. Use practical filing system .08 .07 .01 .19 -.05 .12 .03 .03 .05
3. Maintain running inventory on
supplies and equipment -.03 .08 -.02 .19 -.07 .11 .08 .02 .11
4. Develop and implement policy 
for use of facilities, 
equipment and supply -.07 -.00 .00 .24* .08 .06 -.04 .11 -.06
5. Maintain cumulative student 
progress data -.02 .21* .13 .16 .15 .17 .14 .01 .09
6. Maintain occupational 
opportunity files -.01 .15 .09 .16 .08 .06 -.03 -.15 .03
7. Prepare vocational budget/ 
reports .12 .04 .12 .17 .09 .02 .08 .01 .12
8. Organize and maintain 
vocational laboratory .02 .20 .12 .15 .18 .21* .02 .13 .06
9. Employ good housekeeping 














E. Student Organizational 
Activities
1. Develop understanding of 
purposes and functions of 
FFA and its role in the 
vocational agriculture
program 
2. Establish and maintain an
.10 .08 .07 -.01 .01 -.001 .10 .08 .03
active FFA Chapter 
3. Coordinate development of an­
-.05 -.05 .04 .07 .05 .05 .14 .02 .05
nual program of activities 
4. Plan and conduct regular
-.06 -.03 .08 .12 .08 .06 .11 .08 -.01
chapter meetings 
5. Devise means for financing
-.07 -.10 -.01 .10 .01 .03 -.005 -.002 -.02
local chapter activities 
6. Train leadership contestants 
(parliamentary procedure and
.10 .01 .13 .11 .10 .02 .22* .03 .11
public speaking) .04 .02 .18 -.03 .16 .08 .16 .10 .04
7. Train judging teams
8. Coordinate FFA with instruc­
.07 -.012 .16 -.04 .06 .02 .19 .09 .09
tional activities .01 
9. Lead members to affiliate with 
and participate in state and 
national organizations and
-.02 .05 .20 .05 .02 .15 .21* .10












F. School & Community Relations
1. Develop plans for school-
community relations .05 .08 .08 .26* 000 •1 -.02 .05 -.06 .02
2. Develop acceptable work
relations with students, staff 
& others connected with school .02 -.01 .07 .21* -.00 .03 .01 .02 -.05
3. Promote program through news 
articles, TV & radio programs 
or brochures .02 .01 -.12 .17 .09 -.02 .23* .04 .09
4. Conduct open house -.04 .02 .02 .14 .12 -.08 .09 -.09 .09
5. Present vocational agriculture 
education program to school 
and community . 17 .09 .08 .08 .09 -.01 .16 -.10 .14
6. Sponsor FFA banquet, fish fry, 
barbeque & similar events for 
parents .07 .06 .16 -.02 .09 -.06 .06 .03 -.05
G. Guidance
1. Gather and record student data .08 -.01 .05 .13 .06 .08
COo•I -.01 -.03
2. Select and assign students for 
the program .02 .21 00o• .13 .06 .13 .04 - .09 * -.01
3. Assemble and display occupa­













4. Provide students with re­
source materials on occu­
pational opportunities .09 .05 -.00 .13 .01 .05 .03 -.04 .06
5. Assist students in applying 
for employment or further 
education .02 .08 -.01 .16 .06 .03 -.01 -.07 .00
6. Visit students' homes regarding 
educational development of 
students .01 .08 .04 .12 .03 -.01 -.03 -.21* -.02
7. Collect and disseminate
student follow-up data .12 .15 .02 .21* .12 .01 .06 -.10 .07
H. Evaluation
I. Direct student self-evaluation .17 .11 .07 .07 .03 -.06 .12 .03 .11
2. Assess student cognitive
performance .08 .19 .16 .13 -.02 -.06 -.00 .11 -.03
3. Assess student affective
performance . 13 .15 .18 .03 .03 .11 .16 .07 .12
4. Assess student psychomotor
performance .08 .18 .17 .01 .01 -.01 -.08 .01 -.06
5. Determine student grades .06 -.00 .11 .01 -.05 .04 .09 -.28* -.01
6. Evaluate students' progress in 
classroom, laboratory and super­













I. Coordination (Fill out only 
if you have a CAE Program if 
not, skip section I)
1. Determine criteria for a 
cooperative Agricultural 
Education (CAE) program .03 .05 .10 -.16 .34* .13 -.06 -.16 -.10
2. Apply policies for handling 
student attendance, transfer 
and termination .08 .01 .14 .01 .05 -.02 .18 .09 .03
3. Select and enroll prospective
cooperative students .01 .04 .12 -.00 .29* .07 .06 .00 .04
4. Arrange for suitable 
training stations .06 -.00 .12 .03 .14 .03 .10 -.05 .03
5. Develop training agreements 
and plans for cooperative 
students .13 .05 -.28* -.07 .25* .01 .17 -.01 .11
6. Plan and present related 
instruction .11 -.01 .11 -.01 .17 .01 .06 -.04 -.02
7. Plan and conduct employer 
appreciation event .02 -.01 .20 .06 .18 -.08 .03 -.10 -.01
* Rho from +.21 to +.45 denotes a relationship is present but slight or low.
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Competency E8, Coordinate FFA within Instructional Activities was 
slightly associated with GPA. The two competencies associated with age 
were competency C3, Conduct Supervised Study, and Cll, Use Supervisory 
Experience Problems and Records. Low Negative correlations at -.21 and 
below were found between the teachers' GPA and their attainment levels 
in Competency G6, Visit Students Homes Regarding Educational Development
of Students, and H5, Determine Student Grades.
As can be seen from these findings, the null hypothesis that there
is no significant relationship between competency attainment of teachers
and demographic variables was rejected for 26 competencies, and the 
alternative hypothesis that a relationship did exist was accepted on 
the basis of these correlation coefficients. The null hypothesis of 
no significant relationship between attainment levels in the remaining 
competencies presented in the table and highest degree completed, annual 
salary, number of professional organization memberships, total number 
of students, the existence of CAE and agricultural laboratory programs, 
years teaching experience, GPA and age was not rejected for the re­
maining 55 competencies.
Additional Information
Table XXIII-displays data related to correlations between selected 
demographic variables and the teachers' self-reported levels of need 
for professional competencies.
Low positive correlations at +.21 and above existed between levels 
of need for 14 competencies and number of professional organization 
memberships, existence of CAE programs, GPA, and total number of students 
taught in classes.
Low negative correlations at -.21 and below were found between 
relative levels of need for 14 competencies and the demographic vari­
ables: annual salary level, total number of students taught in 1979-
1980 classes, the existence of agricultural laboratory programs, num­
ber of years teaching experience of teachers and age.
Information is provided in Table XXIV in Appendix C on rankings of 
81 competencies in terms of level of need. Such information could 
serve as a guide for further studies to evaluate relative need for 
each competency in nine areas.
TABLE XXIII




Professional No. of 
Organization Students CAE





A. Program Planning & Development 
1. Organize and use advisory
groups
2. Plan and conduct community 
surveys to determine
CM©• -.04 .08 .03 -.07 -.14 -.03 .03 -.02
community needs 
3. Develop long range plan for
00o• -.08 .14 -.01 .00 -.19 -.02 .05 .01
your program 
4. Develop annual program
-.11 -.18 -.06 .07 -.06 -.08 -.07 .07 .03
of work -.04 -.04 -.02 .15 .07 -.10 -.07 .13 -.06
5. Plan summer program .09 .02 .11 .13 .14 -.18 -.02 .14 .11
6. Develop course of study .05 -.00 .02 .13 .20 -.05 -.02 .09 .01
7. Budget time
8. Maintain follow-up of
.18 -.12 .19 .00 -.06 -.13 -.08 .23* -.03
former students 
9. Develop procedures for working 
with disadvantaged and
-.01 -.04 .07 -.01 -.12 -.16 -.13 .17 -.05
minority groups 
10. Develop safety rules/
-.02 -.07 -.01 .11 -.05 -.22* -.12 .18 -.01

































Lesson Planning for Teaching
Determine educational needs/ 
goals of students -.05 -.20 -.06 .17 -.03 -.04 -.10 .10 -.06
2. Evaluate reference material 
to meet course objectives -.07 -.17 -.04 .23* -.04 -.03 -.11 .14 -.08
3. Organize sequence of 
learning tasks .03 -.16 .12 .02 -.03 -.12 .06 .05 .05
4. Provide for variety of 
methods/techniques -.04 -.06 .22* .09 .00 -.08 -.13 .20 -.15
5. Identify competencies needed 
for students to enter 
occupations -.07 -.13 -.07 .06 .01 -.01 -.14 -.05 -.05
6. Determine and select tools 
and equipment necessary for 
learning experience of 
students -.08 -.14 -.01 .03 -.09 -.13 -.19 .11 -.13
7. Plan units of instruction -.07 -.20 .13 .16 -.00 -.17 -.06 .12 -.01
8. Write lesson plans -.02 -.16 .03 .15 .09 -.12 .06 -.01 .06
C.
1.
Teaching Classes (All Day 
and Adult)
Introduce lessons -.02 -.13 .18 .13 -.01 -.26* .01 .01 -.01
2. Lead and prompt discussion -.02 -.26* -.12 .13 -.12 -.17 -.07 .20 -.03
,--------------- ------------ -------------------—  (CONTINUED) -
TABLE XXIII (continued)
Total Years
Highest Professional No. of Ag. Lab. Teaching
Degree Salary Organization Students CAE Program Experience GPA Age
3. Conduct supervised study .09 -.09 .19 .17 .01 -.14 .09 .11 .10
4. Summarize lessons .03 -.17 .00 .14 -.03 -.17 .02 .07 .02
5. Use oral questioning
techniques .13 -.02 .05 .06 -.08 -.07 .01 .15 .01
6. Cope with individual
differences .09 -.01 .11 .03 -.16 -.01 .01 .21* .08
7. Maintain discipline -.08 -.05 .10 -.02 -.07 -.01 -.00 .09 -.09
8. Direct student laboratory
experiences .01 -.09 .06 Oo•» -.09 .01 .03 .02 .05
9. Demonstrate manipulative
skills -.06 -.08 .11 -.003 -.15 -.06 -.11 -.009 -.06
10. Use rppropriate instructional
media -.05 -.08 .12 .04 -.13 -.05 -.14 .12 -.09
11. Use supervised experience
problems and records .02 -.05 .12 .02 -.02 -.11 -.01 .03 i • o
12. Guide students in problem
solving 13. Conduce individualized instructions
-.01 -.02 .18 -.01 -.07 -.10 .01 -.01 .00
-.02 .00 -.01 .13 .06 .12 -.01 .07 .01
14. Conduct team teaching -.07 -.12 -.15 .09 .06 .14 .00 .17 -.06
15. Organize time schedule .07 -.02 .15 .04 -.05 -.04 .03 .28* -.01
16. Conduct supervised experience
-.04visitation -.10 -.02 .15 .03 .04 -.01 -.01 .03
17. Make smooth transitions from






















L9. Reproduce instructional 





Determine short and long 
range supply, equipment 
and facility -.02 -.10 -.01 .11 -.01 -.10 -.09 .07 -.08
2. Use practical filing system -.06 -.02 .01 .09 -.11 -.00 -.20 .13 -.14
3. Maintain running inventory 
on supplies & equipment -.01 .01 .04 .06 .03 -.10 -.11 .02 -.02
4. Develop and implement policy 
for use of facilities, 
equipment and supplies -.10 -.12 .08 .15 .02 -.11 -.17 .13 -.08
5. Maintain cummulative 
student progress data -.09 .01 .04 .12 .05 -.10 -.12 .06 -.10
6. Maintain occupational 
opportunity files -.08 .08 .09 .12 .03
00o•1 -.26* .03 -.15
7. Prepare vocational budgets/ 
reports .04 -.11 .01 .08 -.03 -.11 -.02 • M O 1 • o o
8. Organize and maintain 
vocational laboratory -.09 -.08 .03 -.00 -.05 .02 -.12 .15 -.07
9. Employ good housekeeping 




Highest Professional No. of Ag. Lab. Teaching
Degree Salary Organization Students CAE Program Experience GPA Age
E. Student Organizational 
Activities
1. Develop understanding of 
purposes and functions of 
FFA and its role in the 
vocational agriculture
program .02 -.03
2. Establish and maintain an
active FFA Chapter -.17 -.16
3. Coordinate development of
annual program of activities -.08 -.07
4. Plan and conduct regular
chapter meetings -.10 -.12
5. Devise means for financing
local chapter activities -.00 -.18
6. Train leadership contestants 
(parliamentary procedure and
public speaking) .01 -.06
7. Train judging teams .07 -.01
8. Coordinate FFA with instruc­
tional activities -.02 -.07
9. Lead members to affiliate with 
& participate in state and 
national organizations- and
programs .11 .00
.13 I • o w -.10 -.18 -.06 .02 .04
.01 -.00 -.05 .01 .01 -.02 .00
.14 .16 .02 -.02 <-.00 .08 .01
.06 .05 -.03 .02 -.03 .01 .02
.12 -.003 -.05 -.20 .04 .06 .01
.06 -.15 -.03 -.08 .06 .03 -.00
.20 -.14 -.04 -.14 .12 .03 .08
.12 .12 -.05 -.22* I • o U) .11 .02














F. School & Community Relations
1. Develop plans for school - 
community relations .01 -.01 .02 .14 .01 -.17 -.25* .01 -.17
2. Develop acceptable work 
relations with students, 
staff and others connected 
with school -.08 -.16 -.08 .08 =*.14 -.08 -.16 .13 -.13
3. Promote program through 
news articles, TV and radio 
program or brochures -.04 -.03 .07 .06 .01 -.24* .01 .08 -.00
4. Conduct open house -.20 .01 .02 .14 .07 .19 -.02 .04 -.01
5. Present vocational agricul­
ture education program to 
school and community -.07 -.03 .12 .08 -.04 -.28* -.12 .10 -.08
6. Sponsor FFA banquet, fish 
fry, barbeque and similar 
events for parents .05 .06 .16 oo• .05 -.22* .03 .05 -.05
G. Guidance
1. Gather and record student data-.05 -.07 .02 .14 .06 -.15 -.17 .15 -.19
2. Select and assign students 
for the program -.07 -.09 00o• .05 .05 -.18 -.07 .08 -.11
3. Assemble and display 















4. Provide students with re­
source materials on 
occupational opportunities .00 -.07 -.00 .13 .01 -.13 -.08 .13 -.06
5. Assist students in applying 
for employment or further 
education -.11 -.10 -.02 .11 -.05 -.14 -.17 .11 -.16
6. Visit students' homes re­
garding educational develop­
ment of students -.08 -.02 .18 .03 .00 -.08 -.10 -.10 -.10
7. Collect and disseminate 
student follow-up data .01 • .07 .06 .14 .12 -.13 -.10 .06 -.09
H. Evaluation
I. Direct student self-evaluation .04 .07 .07 .13 .07 -.18 -.04 .06 .09
2. Assess student cognitive 
performance .02 .04 .09 .06 -.06 -.16 -.06 .11 -.01
3. Assess student affective 
performance .02 .02 .18 -.00 .01 -.15 -.14 .06 .13
4. Assess student psychomotor 
performance -.02 .06 .15 -.02 .13 -.14 -.09 .06 -.04
5. Determine student grades .03 .05 .21* -.00 -.05 -.00 -.03 .15 -.04
6. Evaluate students' progress 
classroom laboratory & super 
vised experience programs
in












I. Coordination (Fill out only 
if you have a CAE program 
if not, skip Section I)
1. Determine criteria for a 
cooperative agricultural 
education (CAE) program .10 -.06 .06 -.29* .35* -.00 -.10 -.12 -.05
2. Apply policies for handling 
student attendance, transfer 
and termination -.04 -.12 .02 .05 .09 -.05 -.06 -.006 -.27*
3. Select and enroll prospective
cooperative students -.18 -.09 .18 .06 .31* -.00 -.11 -.15 -.11
4. Arrange for suitable 
training stations .00 -.05 .12 .07 .42* -.09 -.09 -.13 <*0 •1
5. Develop training agreements 
and plans for cooperative 
students -.10 i • © .28* -.02 .33* -.06 -.03 -.06 -.11
6. Plan and present related 
instruction -.14 -.12 .11 -.01 .18 -.09 -.12 -.08 -.20
7. Plan and conduct employer 
appreciation event -.08 -.01 .31* .06 .18 -.12 -.08 -.03 i • H* 00
* Rho from +.21 to +.45 denotes a relationship is present but slight or low
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CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This study was conducted to determine the professional competencies 
vocational agriculture teachers in Louisiana need to attain through the 
pre-service curricula developed by agricultural teacher education in­
stitutions in the state. The descriptive method of research was used. 
Three hypotheses were tested in the study.
The summary restates each hypothesis, the objectives of the study, 
and a brief account of the findings related to them.
The conclusions drawn were based on the summary of results derived 
from testing the hypotheses of the study. The presentation of recom­
mendations follows the conclusions drawn.
SUMMARY
The study was designed to obtain data from 121 respondents who 
attained their Bachelor of Science degree with a major in Vocational 
Agricultural Education during the years from 1963 to 1979 from four 
Louisiana universities: Louisiana State University, University of
Southwestern Louisiana, Louisiana Tech University, and Southern Univer­
sity. They were all males, 21 to 60 years old, with the median age of 
teachers sampled being 30 years. They reported that they attained an 
overall undergraduate median grade point average (GPA) of 2.89 on a 
four point scale. They earned a median category of annual salary 
ranging from $16,000-$16,999. Almost half of the respondents were 
members of all of the following professional organizations: American
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Vocational Association, (AVA), National Vocational Agriculture Teachers 
Association (NVATA), Louisiana Vocational Association (LVA), and 
Louisiana Vocational Agriculture Teachers' Association (LVATA). They 
taught a total of 86 students median in their classes in 1979-1980 
and had a median of six years of teaching experience. The population 
consisted of teachers with one to 15 years of experience.
Research findings in summary form are presented for each objective 
and hypothesis as follows:
1. Level of Competency Need
Objective one was concerned with determining the level of need 
for selected professional competencies in nine competency areas as 
perceived by vocational agriculture teachers. The overall summary 
of the data presented in Table XX revealed that more than half (53) of 
the competencies had mean ratings between essential and highly desirable 
levels. It was found that the least needed competencies of those 
studied were: A9. Develop procedures for working with the disadvantaged
and minority groups, A8. Maintain follow-up of former students, and 
C14. Conduct team teaching. Their mean ratings were 3.01, 3.02, and 
3.05 and were ranked 80, 79 and 81 respectively. It should be remem­
bered that these competencies also had the lowest mean ratings on com­
petency attainment level (at moderate level).
2. Level of Competency Attainment
Research objective two dealt with competency attainment levels 
for nine competency areas. As data presented in Table XI to XX show, 
the mean ratings in nine competency areas for 69 competencies lie
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between high to adequate attainment levels, indicating that for these 
areas, the teachers felt they had a sufficient degree of competence.
Only six competencies out of 81 were rated between very high to high 
attainment levels. The teacher responses for both levels of need and
competency attainment revealed a skewed distribution towards the high
*
scores. This indicates a non-normal distribution.
3. Differences Among Teacher Responses on Levels of Need and Competency 
Attainment
Objective three sought to determine the differences existing be­
tween teachers' responses on both levels of need and competency attain­
ment. The small standard deviations tabulated in Table XX indicate 
that consensus existed among teacher responses on levels of need and 
competency attainment. The highest level of consensus, as shown by 
the lowest computed standard deviation, (denoting less variability of 
responses) was found among competencies pertaining to student organi­
zations. Those competencies rated for attainment levels with the highest 
level of consensus were in the areas of lesson planning and teaching 
classes.
Hypothesis one was concerned with relationships existing between 
teachers' need for a competency within nine competency areas, and their 
attainment levels. Low to high relationship existed between teachers' 
need for 81 competencies and their relative attainment levels. The 
null hypothesis of no significant relationship between the two vari­
ables was rejected, and the alternative hypothesis that significant 
relationships existed between the variables was accepted. The ac­
ceptance of the alternative hypothesis for 29 competencies out of 81
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was made on the basis of low correlations at +.21 and above. The data 
indicate that need for a competency is very much associated with 
teachers' skill within the competency areas.
Ranks were derived for the 81 competencies in both levels of need 
and competency attainment ranging from Rank one to 81. Four competen­
cies were ranked the highest and had identical rankings for both sets 
of data, (Ranks 1 to 4). These4 competencies were numbers E2, E4, El, 
and C7. Several competencies received ratings for level of need that 
differed by six or more ranks from teachers' perception of their attain­
ment levels. Ranks of these competencies that were higher in level of 
need than in attainment may point out the areas where teachers may have 
received insufficient training. Ranks higher in level of attainment 
than in level of need may indicate that excessive training may have 
been provided on the basis of teachers' self-perceived competency 
ratings shown in Table XX.
4. Sources of Competency Attainment
Objective four,' hypothesis two was concerned with the main source 
of competency attainment. Table XXI was developed to summarize the 
teacher responses in this regard. Work experience on the job was 
perceived by the teachers to be the most important source of compe­
tency attainment for the competency areas. Self-study, pre-service 
training, in service training and other sources were the least men­
tioned which indicates that these were the least important training 
sources. It also indicates that these teachers may not have received 
sufficient training in the competencies studied during their pre-service
Ill
training. It is also possible that teachers do not realize where they 
received their training in these competencies.
The trend described by research data failed to reject the null 
hypothesis that there is no main source of competency attainment. The 
teachers gained their relative competency levels through a combination 
of training sources such as work experience, pre-service curriculum, 
in-service training, self-study and other sources.
5. Relationship Between Selected Demographic Variables and Level of 
Competency Attainment 
The primary concern of objective five, hypothesis three was to 
determine if relationships existed between competency attainment levels 
of teachers as rated by themselves, and selected demographic, variables. 
The teacher responses as summarized in Table XXII revealed that slight 
relationships existed between selected demographic variables and re­
lative competency attainment levels.
As a whole, the following demographic variables - total number of 
students in 1979-1980 classes in vocational agriculture, annual salary 
level, number of professional organization memberships,, availability 
of both CAE and agricultural laboratory programs, number of years 
teaching experience, overall undergraduate grade point average of 
teachers, and age were slightly associated with 26 competencies out 
of the 81 competencies. The null hypothesis of no relationship between 
these demographic variables and attainment level of teachers was re­
jected for these 26 competencies. The alternative hypothesis that a 
relationship did exist was accepted for the 26 competencies. The null 
hypothesis was not rejected for the remaining 55 competencies.
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CONCLUSIONS
Interpretation of the findings presented in the previous chapter
was the basis of the following conclusions:
1. It was concluded that all 81 competencies in the nine areas were 
needed by vocational agriculture teachers in Louisiana. A relative 
lack of need was indicated by teachers for three competencies with 
the lowest rankings. The competency with a ranking of 80 was re­
lated to disadvantaged and minority groups. This competency, though 
required by legislation was not perceived as needed by the teachers. 
It was concluded that the teachers do not perceive that they have
a responsibility for training disadvantaged and minority groups.
2. Competencies for pre-service programs should be singled out by the 
training staff of these programs in the state. This judgment can 
be made on the basis of rankings pertaining to need for competencies 
as shown in Table XXIV. Caution must be exercised in using this 
information in deciding which data to include in programs.
3. The responses indicates that pre-service programs in the state
do not emphasize the competencies required by legislation and state 
regulations to a sufficient degree. It was concluded that teacher 
educators should exert additional effort in training teachers for 
competencies related to federally mandated program components.
4. Although many competencies had a mean rating between essential 
and moderate levels of need, very few of the competencies had a 
mean rating at the highest level of attainment. It was concluded 
that teachers do not consider themselves to be highly competent, 
instead, they feel that they are moderately competent.
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5. It was concluded that the respondents perceive their competence 
to be sufficient or adequate in all the nine competency areas 
studied. There was no mention of inadequate or limited attainment 
levels which indicates that the teachers feel proficient enough in 
all nine areas to perform them adequately. The above-mentioned 
teacher responses showed skewed distribution towards the left 
denoting a negative skew. Responses tended to group toward the 
high scores. This was expected since all competencies had been 
identified in previous research studies.
6. Even though the teachers indicated that the main source of training 
for most competencies was work experience Con the job), it was 
concluded that the teachers were not certain where they got their 
training for professional competencies.
7. Based on the correlation values attained between the demographic 
variables and competency attainment levels, it was concluded•that 
moderate relationships did exist for 26 of the 81 competencies. 
Although these relationships did exist, it was concluded that no 
strong relationships existed.
8. Based on the correlation values between the need and attainment 
levels it was concluded that relationships existed for all com­
petencies and that teachers perceived competency is related to 
their perceived needs.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations are drawn from the study in order 
to bring possible benefits to future researchers, agricultural teacher 
educators, local institutions, and communities:
Related professional instruction in pre-service programs should be 
planned around competencies perceived as needed by teachers.
Four different Louisiana vocational agriculture training programs, 
need to analyze the level of necessity for competencies, (as in­
dicated by the ranking pertaining to need and mean ratings). 
Priorities are needed to be set by the training staff of these pro­
grams .
Additional studies relating to the demographic variables used in 
this study and their influence on competency levels should be done 
on a wider scale using more advanced statistical procedures.
A national study similar to this one should be conducted through 
cooperative endeavor in various universities of the nation. The 
process of effective evaluation of teacher competencies is both 
time consuming and entails a tremendous amount of human resources. 
A cooperative endeavor with other agricultural teacher education 
institutions could facilitate the process and could provide rele­
vant information, sufficient controls and a design permitting co­
operative research, thus allowing for a wider applicability of 
results.
The establishment of a sound data base for competencies developed 
in Louisiana and in other universities is recommended. This data 
base could be useful to other researchers and teacher educators 
in competency-based vocational teacher education since there is 
a dearth of information regarding professional competencies of 
teachers in Louisiana.
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6. The four vocational agriculture teacher training programs in 
Louisiana should periodically review and update professional 
competencies to keep pace with rapidly changing situations.
7. Finally, the researcher recommends the use of teachers’ compe­
tency ratings in combination with other observable evidences of 
successful competency assessment in the evaluation of teacher 
education programs.
8. Workshops should be conducted to train teachers (1) in the use
of advisory councils, (2) how to work with disadvantaged students, 
and (3) how to maintain student follow-up records. Emphasis 
should also be placed on the value of these activities to the 
total program of vocational agriculture.
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LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY 
and Agricultural & Mechanical College 
College of Agriculture 
Baton Rouge, LA 70803
FROM: Fe S. Saladaga, Graduate Student
Dept, of Vocational Agricultural Education
208 Stubbs Hall
Louisiana State University
Baton Rouge, LA 70803
Joe W. Kotrlik, Assistant Professor 
Vocational Agricultural Education
TO: Selected Louisiana Vocational Agriculture Teachers
Dr. J. Mitchell, Teacher Educator, has identified you as a voca­
tional agriculture teacher who has graduated from the USL (university) 
within the past fifteen years and as a teacher'who would be willing to 
assist us in a research study dealing with professional competency at­
tainment. Those teachers who attended the Bunkie workshop have already 
completed the opinionnaire; however, we failed to secure your response 
at that time.
The purpose of this study is to obtain information about professional 
competencies attained by vocational agriculture teachers in Louisiana.
This information is needed to help improve agricultural education curri­
cula in Louisiana Universities.
The code number is for data processing purposes only. All replies 
will be held in strict confidence and will be treated as grouped data.
We would appreciate your completing this opinionnaire and returning 
it in the enclosed, self-addressed, stamped envelop by August, 1980.
Please return to:
Fe S. Saladaga 
208 Stubbs Hall, Dept, of 
Vocational Education 
Louisiana State University 
Baton Rouge, LA 70803
Sincerely,






Identical letters were sent to Drs. L. D. Virdure, Larry Allen and Joe 
W. Kotrlik of Southern University, Louisiana Tech & LSU, respectively.
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APPENDIX B
FBOfESSIONAL COMPETENCIES OP UXJIS1AXA VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE TEACHERS
purpose of this paper Is to obtaio information about profaaaioaal competencies attained by vocational , f Louisiana. Tbla Information la needed to belp Improve agricultural teacher education
??“ *?*“*■ 00 P*«h . »ou till llad Section * coaaiatlat of a listing of"J J “ 1 h* oaeded la order to function aa a vocational agriculture teacher. Be are J ff flodiBt out ubutber jrou tbt eovpctoDetoo listed, your Itve) of sttsl&oefit for oscb eoapeteocy.!,?ou *tt,u,d each competency. On page 4. you vlll find Section B ohlch eonaiata of general information items. dll reapoaaea elll be held In strict confidence and sill be treated aa grouped data.
SECTION A: PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCY ATTAINMENTInstructions: For aach competency Hated In Coltan I, circle the number In Coluon It which Indicate! yourlevel of need for thla competency, circle the maaber in Colwn III uhlch indicate! your level of attainment for thla competency, and circle the nuober in Coluon IV which indicate! the one main source whare you attained thla competency.




























PtOCtAN P1AW1N5 A W  PfTELOngW 
Orgaalae aa! aae advlaory groupe 
Plan and conduct m i eilry eurwye to determine ,
Beeelop long range plan for your program
Develop annual progran of work
Plea aimer progran
Develop course of study
budget tine
Nalatata fallow-op of terser atudeate
Develop procedures for working with disadvantaged and also dry groupe 
Develop aafety rulas/regulatloae
lpioh m a » me roe tractnc 
Deteralse educational see da/goal e of stsdeata 
gvalsate reforewcs material to neat oomree ohjectlvoe 
Otiadae aagusnce af Inarming tasks 
Provide foe variaty af aatbada/tacbalgms
Idoatlfy tseye Tear fee aaadad far atudeate la eater itregetleae 
Determine end aelsct taola and agmipanml aacoieiry far lemrmlmg 
aaperlonce of otudaate 
Plea imlta af lam true ties 
Write lsasoa plans
TgAOHnC CLASSES /»" oer eon aSDtTl 
Introduce looaoaa 
Uad and promo t dIncus a loo 
Ooaduct oupervlosd study 
Boooarlie loasoma
elf gnu chocked "mot developed" U  CoIh s  III, than you mould sot mark a i urce for Chat < etasqr la Cols
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I t  h v f M i U u l  C a f iu a e lM
(23)), Oh  m l  gvooMonlat i t NI m m
(24K  Cope with latlvliual OUttiwi el —  amd K O l m u 4  l a m m
(25)7. M U u l a  ilKlrliat
(26)e. Direct stud— t laboratory mvrlHCM
(27)** Omutnti auJ|ulaclfa skill•
(28) )0. Dm >yfnyrlaf 1— t m t l m l  — Oil
(29) -11. Dm  i— nlMO asp*rl— ca pnOlaa — 4 ncarOa
(30) 12. Guide atiOaati la prebl—  iolvli|
(31) 13- Conduct individual lead instructloo
(32) 14. Corduct tan taarhlng
(33) IS. OrgAolu tin achadule
(34) U, Conduct M^trrlMl ax—  rloaca visitation
(35) 17. Halt snootb tr— altlooa item ooa topic to another
(36) It* find and m l w t i  internet loo














p . w A jm c r r  m*ACTKPn cmcoips n o  i p c t s )—ulp at and facility oaada1. Datandaa abort aad long rang* a— ply,
2. Dot practical filing ayetan
2. Halatala now lag Inventory aa oapplloo ami agslpnant
4. Develop ami laplaneat policy for aaa of facllltlao, oqalp— nt aado— ply
5. Maintain ctnulativa otadant prograaa data
4. Halatala i m f  tlwul apportaaUty filaa 
7. fra para vocational budjets/rvports
t. O n n l M  and nalatala —  citlaaal l^aretory 
9. H— loy pood hoaartaaplm pracadaraa 
b. f ro m  cH&ummoHAfacrmnp
1. Develop — darataodlnt of purpose! and fanctlano af 771 and Its role la 
the vocational agriculture progran
2, Batahllah and nalatala an active 771 Chapter
5. Coordinate davnlopanat of — ml pregran of activities 
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S. Bfrix t far ri*McU| bcil actlvltlM
4. Train luiinklf m t M t « u  (ftrlliMiUiy ̂ m W u n  and pvkllt 
opaailat)
(53) P. Trail Jui|li| (uai
(54) t. Caorilaata TTA vltb lutnetlaaal KtlTltlaa
(55) t« U d  M t a n  to affUlati vltb and y m l t l H U  1» » u u  ad aat&ioal
i r g a iU i t lM  m I  program
r .  tarmt a» c a t m m  amnraK
(56).* I. Bvrilo^lafti for ocbool-comun
(57) 2* Dnilap aceiTlabla tori ralatlo
CMMCtd with ocbool
Traoita y » y  through i 
kreckrti
(59) 4. Conduct opom knot
(60) 3. fraamt aocatleul ogrleultura oducotioo prograa to ockool ad
nltjr
4. Spooaor FPA ka^wt, flob fry, barboqua a d  alallar tvati for poroota
(58)
(61)
ty  r v l a t l a i
a  w ith  a t d n u ,  a t a f f  a d  o tb a ra  
> o r t l c lo o ,  TV a d  ra d io  p rog ram  o r
C. OPIDANCE
(62) I. Gather ood record atWnt data
(63) 2. Solace ood analgo otudaota for tba progran
(64) 1. Aaaoofclo ood dlaplay occupational inf emotion
(65) Prerlda otudanta vlth rooourc* mtarlola on occupational opporconltlat
(66) 4* daaiat otudaota to applylAg for anpleymot or further education
(67) *• Tlalt atudcota* kaan regarding oducottonal datclopant of a tod ant*(68) ^ Collaet ood dlaaoulnate atudast follow-up data 
ft. gtALDATlON
(69) 1. Mroct atudont eelf-ovaluatloo
(70) 2. Aaoaaa otodoot cognitive performsct
(71) 2. Aaaiai otodoot effective performance
(72) 4. daooaa otodoot poychoootor performance
(73) 2. Dot amino otodoot grndaa
(74) 2. Evaluate otodoota* prograea to claaar laboratory aad ooparilood
experience profro
X. COOOJnUTlOW (PILL OCT C*LT IP TOO BATE A CAX PtOOLM IP K7T,
BUP SECTION I)
(75)1* Datormino crltorla for a cooperative agricultural odnrarloo (CAE)
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It ht(Milou) fof t«ncli«
(76) Apply politic* for hudllB| atudeat attndnei, tran*for ood 
termination
(77) (•lice ood nroll prospective cooperative atudeat*
(78) 4. Arrange for aultabla training lUtlnu
(79) S. Dtfflep training agraam ante ood plaa for CMjwratln itsfa&ta 
(60) • Plan and present related instruction 
(81) • Plan aod conduct anployer appreciation amt
SECTION I! GDTOAL IKFOIWATIOK








3. U.S. 3. M.S. o 30 bra.1. bigheat degree completed (check o m ): 1.1.S.
•pacify)
3. Please check tba profeaalcmal organisation* of which you art a aaabcr (check all that apply):
4. fpeelallat _3. Ocher (plaaar
1. ava 3. UVATA 3. LVA 4. tVATA J. LAI 4. KLA _7. Otbara (Plana* apeelfy)_
3. Curraat annual (12 months) teaching salary (check one):
 1. Selow 12.999 ____ 2. 13.000-13.999  3. 14,000-14,999  4. 13,000-13,999  3. 16,*>00-14,999
4. 17,000 and above
4. Total nisher of atudenta In all your vocational agriculture claaaea thla year (not counting atudenta in other vocational agricultureteacher*' claaaea)
(If you have a atudent for two houra count the atuden
5. Do you have a CAE nroiraa*
4. Do you have an agricultural laboratory progran*
7. Taara teaching experience in vocational agriculturê
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RANKING PERTAINING TO NEED FOR COMPETENCIES
Ranking Pertaining To 
Competency Need For Competency
1. Establish and maintain an active FFA Chapter 1
2. Plan and conduct regular chapter meetings 2
3. Develop understanding of purposes and functions 
of FFA and its role in the Vocational Agricul­
ture program 3
4. Maintain discipline 4
5. Devise means for financing local chapter
activities 5
6. Coordinate development of annual program
of activities 6
7. Develop safety rules/regulations 7
8. Coordinate FFA with instructional activities 8
9. Train judging teams 9
10. Train leadership contestants (parliamentary
procedure and public speaking) 10
11. Develop course of study 11
12. Develop acceptable work relations with students,
staff and o.thers connected with school 12.5
13. Sponsor FFA banquet, fish fry, barbecue and
similar events for parents 12.5
14. Plan summer program 14
15. Plan units of instruction 15.5
16. Evaluate students’ progress in classroom, laboratory
and supervised experience program 15.5
17. Determine student grades 17
18. Determine short and long range supply, equipment
and facility needs 18
19. Lead and prompt discussion 19
20. Determine and select tools and equipment necessary
for learning experiences of students 20
21. Develop annual program of work 21.5
22. Introduce lessons 21.5
23. Direct student laboratory experiences 
Visit students' homes regarding educational
23
24.
development of students 24
25. Conduct supervised experience visitation 25
26. Develop and implement policy for use of facilities,




Ranking Pertaining To 
Competency Need For Competency
27. Lead members to affiliate with and partici­
pate in state and national organizations
and programs 27
28. Determine educational needs/goals of students 28
29. Use oral questioning techniques 29.5
30. Use practical filing system 29.5
31. Employ good housekeeping procedures 31
32. Demonstrate manipulative skills 32
33. Use appropriate instructional media 33
34. Guide students in problem solving 34
35. Provide for variety of methods/techniques 35
36. Maintain running inventory on supplies and
equipment 36.5
37. Develop plans for school - community realtions 36.5
38. Summarize lessons 39
39. Promote programs through news articles, TV and
radio programs or brochures 39
40. Assist students in applying for employment or
further education 39
41. Conduct supervised study 42
42. Present vocational agriculture education program
to school and community 42
43. Arrange for suitable training stations 42
44. Organize and maintain vocational laboratory 44.5
45. Determine criteria for a Cooperative Agri­
cultural Education (CAE) program 44.5
46. Organize time schedule 46
47. Prepare vocational budgets/reports 47
48. Conduct individualized instruction 48
49. Evaluate reference material to meet course
objectives 49
50. Make smooth transitions from one topic to another 50.5
51. Develop training agreements and plans for co­
operative students 50.5
52. Apply policies for handling student attendance,
transfer and termination 52
53. Develop long range plan for your program 53
54. Reproduce instructional materials 54
55. Write lesson plans 55
56. Provide students with resource materials on
occupational opportunities 56





58. Identify competencies needed for students to
enter occupations 58
59. Cope with individual differences - slow and 
accelerated learners 59
60. Budget time 60.5
61. Find and evaluate technical information 60.5
62. Use supervised experience problems and records 62
63. Select and enroll prospective cooperative students 63
64. Assess student affective performance 64
65. Select and assign students for the program 65
66. Direct student self-evaluation 66.5
67. Assess student cognitive performance 66.5
68. Plan and conduct employer appreciation event 68
69. Assess student psychomotor performance 69
70. Gather and record student data 70
71. Maintain cummulative student progress data 71
72. Assemble and display occupational information 72
73. Conduct open house 73
74. Collect and disseminate student follow-up data 74
75. Maintain occupational opportunity files 75
76. Plan and present related instruction 76
77. Plan and conduct community surveys to determine 
community needs 77
78. Organize and use advisory groups 78
79. Maintain follow-up of former students 79
80. Develop procedures for working with disadvantaged
and minority groups 80
81. Conduct team teaching 81
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